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A B S T R A C T 

The purpose of this research is to discover what kinds of insight can be gained from 

participants, by listening and looking at their ideas and experiences during a unit on 

stream ecology. Six grade ten advanced placement students were followed through their 

experience of learning about stream ecosystems. This experience consisted of a work 

period and subsequent group presentations of students' initial ideas about streams, a field 

study, and a follow-up class. Students were interviewed before and after their field 

experience. A l l interviews, as well as the presentations, field study and follow-up class 

were video taped. The researcher was part of the entire experience. This approach to the 

study enabled the researcher to hear what students were saying and thus, influenced the 

collection and interpretation of data in an interesting way. 

In the literature review, it became apparent that there was less research done on learners' 

conceptions in the field of biological sciences, especially to do with ecology, as 

compared with the physical sciences. Although the literature did contain reference to 

ecological education, no studies were found concerning stream ecology specifically. 

Also, listening to students has been an area of educational literature that has been 

neglected. Hence the need for research in this field. 

The research is based on a social constructivist theory of knowledge. It seeks to provide 

insight into how students make sense of ecological ideas by using their own knowledge, 

their internalized ideas, feelings and understandings in an interactive learning 



environment. It also contains elements of grounded theory, a research tradition in which 

explanations are derived from patterns in the data rather that from a preconceived theory. 

During analysis, the data were transcribed and four themes were identified. Selected 

examples or what are called, 'exemplar vignettes' of the themes are presented. The value 

of the study is discussed along with implications for the teaching and learning of stream 

ecology. The study concludes with a reflection on future research. 

iv 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This study attempts to make a new contribution to the literature on students' ideas and 

feelings about learning ecological concepts, specifically, stream ecology. The researcher 

studied high school students' experiences and thoughts about ecological concepts during 

a period when students were engaged in learning throughout a typical study of stream 

ecology. This study gains insight into the value of listening to students through the 

perspective of the researcher. By looking at a stream ecology study through the voices of 

students, and interpreting this through the voice of the researcher, this research attempts 

to provide different kinds of insight and generate discussion, dialogue, and thinking about 

teaching and learning of stream ecology in a typical high school setting. 

During the course of the study, the researcher followed six students before, during, and 

after a unit on stream ecology in an effort to understand students' ideas, thoughts and 

feelings about studying stream ecosystems. B y listening to what students say about their 

experience of learning stream ecology, this work provides insight into students' ideas and 

alternate conceptions of streams, investigates student awareness of their own learning, 

looks at some of the approaches students take towards learning, and discusses student 

ideas about the value of studying ecology. Exemplar vignettes show instances of 

participants' action and dialogue during the learning experience. They are used to 

illustrate and substantiate the themes and sub-themes created. The insight gained by 

listening to participants and presenting exemplar vignettes that relate the findings, 

provides information that guides teaching, learning and the development of curriculum 



resources. As Konicek, Leach, & Shapiro (1992) write, "If the learners' understanding 

are known to educators, more realistic teaching goals and learning experiences may be 

developed for students" (p. 1). Through a focus of listening to and learning from 

students' experiences and ideas about stream ecology, it is hoped to shed some light on 

the learning of ideas in science and give educators insight in order to facilitate this 

process. 

The following chapter is an introduction to the research. It states the focus question, 

explains the rationale for the study and explains the term, 'exemplar vignette' used to 

frame the study. A Vee heuristic is employed to organize and present the research 

components. The theoretical framework is discussed followed by the worthiness and 

value of the work. The chapter concludes by outlining the organization of the thesis. 

F O C U S Q U E S T I O N S 

" A new field of research in science education is emerging, one that investigates in-depth 

students' conceptual understanding prior, during, and subsequent to formal science 

education" (Pines & West 1986) (p. 583). The focus questions of this study are based on 

the experience of learning, What are learners' ideas about stream ecology, their thoughts 

and feelings about learning during a unit of study? What is the best way to represent this 

knowledge? 
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R A T I O N A L E 

The rationale for this work was derived from personal interest and a need in the literature. 

The researcher worked as a naturalist and environmental educator at a tall grass prairie 

preserve. She designed and implemented programs for the public and school children 

and was always interested in what was understood, the ideas and thoughts of the learner. 

In terms of the literature, although there has been considerable research done on 

conceptions and knowledge acquisition, there has been less to do with biological sciences 

and none on stream ecology. Also, little research has been done on the process of 

learning itself with a focus on listening to the learner about their thoughts and feelings 

about ecology. 

D E V E L O P I N G T H E C O N S T R U C T . ' E X E M P L A R V I G N E T T E S ' 

'Exemplar vignettes' is a term developed to show instances of students' action and 

dialogue during the learning experience (a unit on stream ecology). Exemplar vignettes 

are used to represent the knowledge and ideas discovered in the research. Hence, the 

exemplar vignettes are used to illustrate and substantiate themes and sub-themes created. 

The exemplar vignettes enable the reader to hear the voices of the students. It is hoped 

that this wi l l generate discussion and create a starting point for educators to guide 

teaching, learning experiences and curriculum development. 

A V E E H E I R1ST1C 

Prior to a review of the theoretical framework, a Vee heuristic is presented in order to 

provide a summary of the conceptualization and organization of this thesis. Figure 1 
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represents a Vee heuristic as designed by Gowin and Novak in their book, "Learning how 

to learn" (1984) (p. 56). What follows, is a description of the Vee used in this study. The 

Vee is placed here to show the theory and methodology in the study. 

Figure 1. Outline for Vee Heuristic 

Learning how to learn 

CONCEPTUAL 
World Views: 

(e.g., nature is orderly and 
knowable) 

Philosophies: 
(e.g., Human Understanding by 
Toulmin) 

Theories: Logically related sets of 
concepts permitting patterns of 
reasoning leading to explanations 

FOCUS 
QUESTIONS 

Initiate activity between the two 
domains and are embedded in or 
generated by theory; FQ's focus 
attention on events and objects 

Principles: Conceptual rules governing 
the linking of patterns in events; proposi-
tional in form; derived froii, prior 
knowledge claims 

Constructs: Ideas which support reliable 
theory, but without direct referents in events 
or objects. 

Conceptual Structures: Subsets of theory 

directly used in the inquiry-

Statements of Regularities 
or Concept Definitions 
Concepts: Signs or symbols signifying regularities 

in events and shared socially 

METHODOLOGICAL 

Value Claims: The worth, either 
in field or out of field, of the 
claims produced in an inquiry 

Knowledge Claims: New 
generalizations, in answer to the 
telling questions, produced in the 
context of inquiry according to 
appropriate and explicit criteria of 
excellence 

Interpretations, Explanations, & 
Generalizations: Product of 

methodology and prior knowledge used 
for warrent of claims. 

Results: Representation of the data in 
tables, charts and graphs 

Transformations: Ordered facts governed 
by theory of measurement and classification 

Facts: The judgment, based on trust in method, 
that records of events or objects are valid. 

Records of Events or Objects 

Events/Objects: 
Phenomena of interest apprehended 

through concepts and record-marking: 
occurrences, objects 

Focus Questions 

What are learners' ideas about stream ecology, their thoughts and feelings about learning 

during a unit of study? 

What is the best way to represent this knowledge? 
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Events 

Interview and observations of six grade ten Advanced Placement students in the 

classroom and at a Field Ecology Centre, during a unit of study on stream ecology. 

Conceptual 

Philosophy or World View 

Constructivism: a theory of knowledge which views learning as a process in which the 

learner tries to make sense out of the world by using his or her own knowledge, his or her 

internalized ideas and understandings to construct meaning. This involves an interaction 

between the learner's prior ideas and new information gathered. Knowledge production 

is a social process. Learning occurs through the interactions of people with their natural 

and social environments. 

Research Framework 

A synthesis of theoretical approaches applying constructivist thought in educational 

contexts: 

• Vygotsky: theory of a child's construction of meaning. 

• Gowin and Novak: humanistic theory of knowledge acquisition. 

• Shapiro: approach to personal construction of meaning. 

Principles 

• Learners use prior knowledge to interpret new understanding and create their own 

knowledge. 
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• Learners bring ideas to new experiences. 

• Learners use current and prior understanding to make sense of information. 

• Learners have feelings about what they are learning and their learning experience. 

Concepts 

• Exemplar vignettes, learning, concepts, ideas, understandings, felt significance, 

themes: content knowledge/understanding ideas, student awareness of their own 

learning, approaches to learning, students' ideas about the value of learning ecology, 

alternative frameworks. 

Methodological 

Records 

• video and microcasette recordings, student projects. 

Transformations 

• Transcript of data. 

• Analysis of transcript, main points summarized on to chart paper. 

• Charts were grouped and divided by color according to the chronological events. 

• Transcript exerts representing these main ideas were cut, pasted, and attached to 

corresponding events on charts. 

• B y looking at the idea charts and corresponding transcript cut outs, trends emerged 

and themes and sub-themes developed. 
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• Exemplar vignettes were chosen that represented the themes and illustrate findings in 

the study. 

Knowledge Claims 

• Students found concepts such as current, speed of the stream, trophic levels, stream 

orders, and testing water quality easy to understand when learning stream ecology 

• Students found concepts such as nutrients, biotic factors, recycling of nutrients, and 

concepts related to chemistry and chemical testing of a stream (pH, dissolved oxygen, 

biological oxygen demand B O D ) difficult to understand when learning stream 

ecology. 

• Students enjoyed the collection and observation of aquatic invertebrates. 

• Students associate learning with common sense and are often unaware and surprised 

of their own learning. 

• Some students have great insight into their understanding of ideas. 

• Students view a field study as being helpful in understanding stream ecology. 

• Students expressed a desire to have a sense of purpose when learning. 

• Students identified lack of time, need for a review of basic knowledge, a need for 

further detail, comparison of data, follow-up, and application and integration of 

information in order to improve their understanding of stream ecology. 

• Alternate conceptions do form. Literal interpretation of content materials can 

contribute to these alternate conceptions. 



There are many different ways students make sense of information and approach 

knowledge. In this study, students used questioning, logic, made connections to 

previous experiences, challenged their knowledge, and questioned sources in their 

search for scientific information. 

Students value studying ecology because they have a sense of environmental 

responsibility and intrinsic value towards learning ecology. 

Some students do not value learning about ecology. 

Value Claims 

Teachers and researchers should listen to students and value what they have to say 

about their own learning, their thoughts, feelings and ideas in order to increase 

understanding and thus facilitate the teaching, learning and curriculum development 

of science education (stream ecology). 

Exemplar vignettes are valuable in creating discussion for educators and curriculum 

developers as a starting point in generating materials and environments that take into 

account learner ideas about stream ecology, their views on learning and their 

experiences and natural interests. 

Gaining new insight on concepts students find difficult and easy to grasp can direct 

the development of resources and curriculum and point to future lines of research. 



T H E O R E T I C A L F R A M E W O R K 

In order to understand how the research was constructed, one must look at the theoretical 

framework of the inquiry. The theoretical framework for this study is grounded in a 

social constructivist philosophy of learning. Within this perspective, this work follows 

aspects of constructivist ideas developed by Ausubel (as interpreted by Gowin and 

Novak), Vygotsky, Gowin & Novak, and Shapiro. In this section of the thesis, the 

constructivist view that guides this work wil l be discussed. A brief review of Vygotsky's 

spontaneous and nonspontaneous ideas wil l follow, along with Gowin and Novak's 

interpretation of Ausubel's definition of meaningful learning which have shaped the 

study. Elements of grounded theory also played a role in the theoretical framework of 

this study to guide the methodology. Grounded theory is therefore discussed in the 

methodology chapter of this work. 

A Constructivist Approach 

Constructivism is a theory of knowledge that asks the question, 'how do we know what 

we know?' A social constructivist perspective informs the research. Constructivist ideas 

have had an important impact on the way learning is viewed and on the teaching 

environment. Even though it has a long history in philosophy, constructivism has more 

recently been used in the realm of education. It is a foundation of thinking that has 

greatly impacted science teachers over the last decade (Appleton 1997). In more recent 

years, the literature on learners' conceptions of ecology has showed the predominant use 

of a constructivist perspective to inform the research (Osborne 1980; Watts 1981; Driver 

1989; Bloom 1990; Konicek et al. 1992; Driver, Leach, Scott, & Wood-Robinson 1996; 



Fisherkeller and Hogan 1996; Appleton 1997). According to Appleton (1997), 

constructsvist theories involve, "...existing ideas which learners may hold and use to 

make sense of new experiences and new information. Learning therefore occurs when 

there is a change in the learner's existing ideas, either by adding some new information or 

by re-organizing what is already known "(p.303). This perspective has had an impact on 

research dealing with learners' conceptions of ecology and thus, on the research 

methodologies used. 

A constructivist view of learning provides the foundational basis for this research. The 

term constructivism in this context refers to a philosophy that "views knowledge as a 

form of mental representation, a construction of the human mind" (Shapiro 1994) (p. 3). 

It is based on the idea that "both individuals and groups of individuals construct ideas 

about how the world works. It is also recognized that individuals vary widely in how 

they make sense out of the world and that both individual and collective views about the 

world undergo change over time" (Ballantyne and Packer 1996 in reference to Novak 

1987) (p. 27). Driver, Guesne, and Tiberghien (1985) write, "The child, even when very 

young, has ideas about things, and these ideas play a role in the learning 

experience.. What children are capable of learning depends, at least in part, on 'what 

they have in their heads', as well as on the learning context in which they find 

themselves." (p.4). In this project, the researcher is interested in students' ideas about 

streams and their thoughts and feelings about their experience as they are exposed to new 

ideas about stream ecology. 



Constructivism thus views learning as a process in which the learner tries to make sense 

out of the world by using his or her own knowledge, his or her internalized ideas and 

understandings. This involves an interaction between the learner's prior ideas and 

understandings, and new information gathered. According to Pines & West (1986), 

'learning and the growth of understanding always involves a learner constructing his or 

her own private understanding of some part of the public knowledge" (p. 584). Hence, 

"students may experience difficulty in learning certain ideas presented to them and may 

cling tenaciously to prior notions based upon ideas or experiences which seem more real 

to them." (Konicek et. al 1992) (p.l). 

Social constructivism views learning as an interactive process. This involves the 

interactions of people with their natural and social environments (Bell & Gilbert, 1996), 

(Bredo, 1997), (Shotter, 1995), (von Glasersfeld, 1995). Learning is a social venture 

requiring engagement with others in order to gain an understanding of the world and 

one's relationship to it. In other words, knowledge production is a social and interactive 

process. Social constructivism was used as a framework throughout this study. 

According to Bel l & Gilbert (1996), learning of science concepts "is best undertaken 

within a social framework" (p.54). A teacher for example, " uses interactions with 

students' thinking, to elicit, intervene and engage with the thinking and understandings of 

the students towards the currently scientifically accepted conceptions" (p.55). In the 

context of this study, interactions occurred between the researcher and the students, the 

students themselves, the students and the stream environment, the students and the field 

instructors, and the students and the teacher, within the contexts of the classroom, Field 
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Ecology Centre, and the stream environment. Students' prior ideas and understandings 

about streams were elicited using a research tool prior to the formal instruction of the 

field study. Also, social constructivism impacted the research methodology of the study. 

That being, the researcher became part of the experience, developing a close relationship 

with the students in their environment. By integrating herself into the study environment, 

the researcher hoped to gain trust and familiarity with the students and thus elicit 

students' natural and spontaneous thinking about streams and stream ecology 

Spontaneous and Nonspontaneous Ideas 

Vygotsky's (1962) spontaneous and nonspontaneous ideas played a role in the social 

constructivist framework of this research. Vygotsky was well known for his ideas on 

childrens' meaning making. He provided insight into the importance of language and 

interaction on cognitive development. He was also instrumental in establishing the social 

nature of learning. That being that learning is impacted by interaction with others, with 

others who are more capable, and with the environment. Within his work he introduced 

the notion of spontaneous and nonspontaneous ideas in science. Ideas derived from a 

child's experience with the world were considered spontaneous in nature. Ideas derived 

from direct teaching of scientific phenomena were considered nonspontaneous. 

According to Shapiro (1994), "Vygotsky regarded the development of children's thought 

as the interaction of spontaneous ideas, rooted in the child's life experience, with 

nonspontaneous concepts, requiring a process of active and strenuous mental activity on 

the part of the child. He believed that the child's own efforts to integrate the two must be 

the basis of the adults efforts to assist in the learning process" (p.3 5). Hence, the 
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importance of understanding learning from the learner's perspective and listening to the 

ideas and thoughts of students about their learning experience. 

Learning and Meaningful Learning 

In educational thought and research, learning is seen in many lights. Thus, it is clearly 

important to define the use of this term for the purposes of this work. Children interact in 

the world and have ideas that play a role in their learning experience. They do not have 

minds that are merely blank slates and record and absorb everything that is taught or said. 

This work looks at learning and understanding from a constructivist perspective. This 

means that individuals interact and construct meaning or knowledge about how the world 

works through their experiences. 

Meaningful learning, according to Ausubel's theory as interpreted by Gowin & Novak 

(1984), occurs when individuals "choose to relate new knowledge to relevant concepts 

and propositions they already know" (p.7). This involves the incorporation of new 

knowledge into long-term memory and serves as a critical process in conceptual change. 

Meaningful learning requires "strong and deliberated commitment to foraging links 

between new knowledge and relevant aspects of prior knowledge that constitute the 

learner's existing cognitive structure"(Mintzes, Novak & Wandersee 1997) (p. 419, 420). 

For example, a child may learn that milk comes from a cow. Through social interaction 

with individuals whose personal constructions differ from his/her own, she may be 

introduced to goat's milk, or soy milk. This interaction may cause this child to expand 

his/her original conception and thus lead to meaningful learning. Without commitment 
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or with inadequately structured prior knowledge however, rote learning occurs. This is 

where information is merely memorized or learned verbatim. In this research, learning is 

referred to in terms of meaningful learning. Meaningful learning therefore depends on 

the experience of the learner, and the way that information is constructed. 

W O R T H I N E S S OF T H E S T U D Y 

Worthiness is a significant concern in the planning and conducting of qualitative 

research. Is the study valuable? What contributes to its goodness? Is the research 

transferable and dependable? These are some of the questions that contribute to the value 

of a qualitative study. Ely, (1997) writes, 

Being trustworthy as a qualitative researcher means at the least that the processes 
of the research are carried out fairly, that the products represent as closely as 
possible the experiences of the people who are studied. The entire endeavor must 
be grounded in ethical principles about how data are collected and analyzed, how 
one's own assumptions and conclusions are checked, how participants are 
involved, and how results are communicated. Trustworthiness is, thus, more than 
a set of procedures. To my mind, it is a personal belief system that shapes the 
procedures in process, (p.93). 

The researcher considered the worthiness of the study throughout the entire research and 

writing experience. As defined by Creswell (1998), trustworthiness is "a process that 

occurs throughout the data collection, analysis, and report writing of a study and 

standards as criteria imposed by the researcher and others after a study is complete" 

(p. 194). B y being aware of the value of the work from start to finish, the researcher is 

able to be honest and true to him/herself, to the people involved in the study, and to the 

reader of the research. Ely, (1997) says it nicely when she states, "To speak of 

trustworthiness and its components of credibility, transferability, dependability, and 
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confirmability (Lincoln and Guba, 1985) or of authenticity criteria (Guba and Lincoln, 

1989) is to remind ourselves of the issues and processes that must weave their way 

through and beyond our qualitative research to keep it and us honest and believable" 

(p.95). 

To assess the authenticity of this work the researcher used the following criteria (Ely 

1997; Creswell 1998): 

Prolonged Engagement and Persistent Observation in the Field 

The researcher spent a four-month time frame in the field observing, building trust with 

participants, and becoming familiar in the study environment. This enabled her to 

solidify the focus of the study and develop a research tool to find out students' prior ideas 

about stream ecology. It also contributed to a relaxed environment in which the students 

felt at ease sharing their ideas, feeling, and thoughts about their learning experience. This 

prolonged engagement and persistent observation in the field contributed to the 

worthiness of the study. 

Member Checks 

The participants in the study were the students. According to Creswell in reference to 

Lincoln and Guba (1985), "the most critical technique for establishing credibility" is in 

member checks (p.202). Students in the study went though three sets of interviews 

during the stream ecology unit. The first set of interviews was designed to further 

understand students' initial conceptions about stream ecosystems. The two subsequent 
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interviews were designed to clarify students' ideas, and understand their thoughts and 

feelings about their learning experience. In the third interview specifically, the researcher 

shared some of the preliminary findings with students and asked for their interpretation 

and feedback. Discussing findings with students and conversations with the teacher 

enabled rich dialogue that shaped and enhanced the resulting work. 

Rich, Thick Description 

In the analysis of data, the researcher created descriptive charts summarizing the main 

ideas and findings. These charts led to the creation of trends and development of themes 

and sub-themes in the research. Corresponding exemplar vignettes were used to illustrate 

and substantiate these findings. The exemplar vignettes provide rich dialogue of student 

learning which gives insight into the thoughts, feelings, ideas, and values of the learner. 

This detailed account of learning from the students' perspective, gives depth to the work 

and substantiates the value of the research findings. 

The input of the researcher's supervisor also lends credibility to the work. The 

supervisor contributed to the project through participation in the field study and 

interviews, collaboration and verification of ideas, in depth discussions, creation of the 

research tool, and refinement of the term 'exemplar vignettes' 

T H E V A L U E OF T H E R E S E A R C H 

The primary goal of the research has been framed in the original question: " What are 

learners' ideas about stream ecology, their thoughts and feelings about learning during a 



unit of study? What is the best way to represent this knowledge 7" The research was 

designed to allow the investigator to be involved during an extended study of the 

classroom and field study experiences of students during a high school ecology unit. The 

researcher was able to participate in a variety of ways with students and teachers-

observing and documenting activities, as a participant observer, in semi-structured 

interviews and in conversational interaction with participants. 

The approach taken to analyzing and organizing the information collected from these 

experiences, has been to select examples or what the researcher calls 'exemplar vignettes' 

of learning. These are organized around themes that have been identified as providing 

significant insights into both the understandings students gained about ecology, their 

thoughts and feelings about undertaking the study, and some of the processes involved in 

learning and teaching throughout the unit. 

The 'exemplar vignettes' have generated a rich, vibrant, and ongoing dialogue between 

the researcher and her supervisor about the meaning of the experience for learners. The 

insights gained through the sharing of ideas in this dialogue contribute to the findings and 

depth of the study. The value of offering the vignettes for discussion to help pre-service 

and in-service educators and curriculum developers is recognized as a significant starting 

point in generating materials and environments that take into account learner ideas about 

stream ecology, their views on learning and their experiences and interests. 
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The exemplar vignettes provide evidence and support discussion surrounding the themes 

and sub-themes developed. For example, in one vignette the researcher has described 

students' questioning the purpose of knowledge presented. Discussion of this vignette 

inspires curriculum materials and resources to be developed to build on this natural 

interest. In another interaction sequence between two students the researcher provides 

evidence for the complex processes involved when peers work together to support 

learning and development of ideas. Curriculum materials and learning environments can 

be developed that capitalize on these natural interests and processes. 

In addition, the researcher was able to find a great deal of information on the concepts 

students in the study group found difficult and easy to grasp. The research literature does 

not provide such information and this study contributes significantly to this field. These 

findings can also suggest direction for the development of resources and curriculum and 

point to important future lines of research. The researcher found student conversation 

about their difficulties, and the level of questioning generated by this focus area to show 

students demonstrating a high degree of sophistication in conversation about ease and 

difficulty in the study of stream ecology. As a result, the researcher found many of the 

students' questions to be most challenging indeed. 

Although the number of students on which the results of the study is based is small, it 

contributes to understanding what learners' find easy, difficult, and interesting to 

understand during a unit on stream ecology, topics that have not been raised in the 

literature. For example, the researcher found important views that students have about 
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the meaning and value of studying ecology by engaging them in conversation on this 

topic. These views give us new insight into the purposes pupils see in the learning 

experiences we provide and gives insight into their ideas about the value of studying the 

topic of ecology in general. The research points to many implications for research, 

research methodology, theory and practice. Curriculum development wi l l be 

significantly impacted by attention to this work and the organization of teaching materials 

and learning environments and teaching approaches. The work also suggests many 

fruitful lines of further research into the study of stream ecology in the high school 

program. 

O R G A N I Z A T I O N OF T H E THESIS 

The first chapter of this work is an introduction to the research. It outlines the focus 

question and rationale for the study. It reviews the theoretical framework and discusses 

the worthiness and the value of the study. Chapter two reviews the literature. The third 

chapter details the methodology and design of the research. It outlines the selection of 

the school, students, study contexts, and development of a research tool, and describes 

the research approach of the researcher being part of the learning experience. The 

research findings are described in chapter four. Themes and sub-themes are used to 

organize the findings of the study. A discussion of each is reviewed and substantiated 

with corresponding exemplar vignettes. Chapter five provides a summary of the research 

and discusses the implications for this work and future lines of research. 
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Chapter 2 

L I T E R A T U R E REVIEW 

The following chapter wi l l review the literature pertaining to the research. A n overview 

of the literature provides background into the study and identifies the need for work in 

this field. A discussion on trends and patterns in the literature looks at the progression 

and shifts in research practices and methodologies dealing with learners' conceptions of 

ecology. 

A N O V E R V I E W 

Helping learners grasp ideas about ecology has been a challenge for educators and has led 

to the conclusion by (Munson 1994) that, "we are abysmally ignorant of the ecosystems 

of which we are dependent parts" (in reference to Odum 1977) (p. 30). A review of the 

literature found some research on learners' conceptions of ecology. There has been 

considerable research on conceptions and knowledge acquisition, in science overall, but 

less in the biological sciences, especially in ecology dealing with ecosystems. Research 

on learners' ideas in science has tended to focus on aspects of the physical sciences 

(Driver 1981, 1989; Clough and Wood-Robinson 1985). As Grant and Griffiths (1985) 

put it, "very few misconceptions studies have related to biological concepts" (p. 422) . 

"Research into children's understanding of biological ideas has not been as extensive as 

that investigating understanding of physical concepts" (Bell 1985) (p.213). Carrascosa 

and Gil-Perez (1990) suggest that this dominance is not by chance, "the rise of scientific 

methodology is historically associated with the study of mechanical movement and that 

mechanics has been the first science in the modern sense of the word" (p.536). 
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In the 1970's, there was a surge in environmental awareness and this was when the topic 

of learners' conceptions of ecology tended to surface in the literature. However, at thai 

time, the thrust of the research was geared towards public awareness and creating 

environmentally responsible citizens, not on conceptions or students' thoughts and ideas. 

In the past three decades, research in the area of conceptions has grown, specifically in 

the realm of ecology. 

Much of the literature on learning conceptions of ecology has tended to focus on 

individual topics such as food webs (Alexander 1982, Boltt & Webb 1990, Grant & 

Griffiths 1985), photosynthesis (Arnold & Simpson 1982), respiration (Haslam & 

Treagust 1987, Anderson, DuBay & Sheldon 1990), adaptation (Clough & Wood-

Robinson 1985), cycling of energy and matter (Driver et al. 1996, Fisherkeller & Hogan 

1996), natural evolution (Anderson & Bishop, 1990), living things, gases, food, and 

energy (Arnold & Simpson), and decay (Konicek, Leach & Shapiro 1992) for example. 

Recently, more research has been done focusing on the ways that learners understand 

ecology as a fundamental concept in understanding ecosystems. (Adeniyi 1985, 

Fisherkeller & Hogan 1996, Hellden 1998, Driver et al. 1996, Leeds National Curriculum 

Science Support Project 1992, Marek 1986, Munson 1994). However, it should be noted 

that the researcher found no literature on learners' conceptions of stream ecology. In 

addition, little research was found on the process of learning concepts and on listening to 

what students say about their own learning about ecology (Oldham 1982, Shapiro 1994, 

Helleden 1998) and none on stream ecology. In her work on children's ideas about light, 

Shapiro (1994) writes, "so little information appeared to be available to teachers on the 



child's processes of learning, his or her experiences and approaches in trying to 

understand what was being taught." (p.12). The present study explores and interprets 

students' experiences of learning about stream ecology in order to add insight and 

understanding about the thoughts, feelings, and discovery of learners' ideas of ecological 

concepts of streams. 

Relevant Findings 

In a review of the literature, several relevant findings were discovered. Firstly, some of 

the research examined looked at progression in children's reasoning (Boltt & Webb 1990, 

Brumby 1982, Driver et al. 1996, Helleden 1998, Konicek, Leach & Shapiro 1992). In 

these bodies of work, it was shown that students have difficulty with the integration and 

application of ecological concepts. In describing children's reasoning about ecological 

phenomena ages 5-16, Driver et al (1996) found no pupils could relate the processes of 

photosynthesis, respiration, and decay into a view of the cycling of matter in ecosystems. 

They indicated that this may be due to the process of teaching these subjects in isolation 

with little emphasis on the relationship between them. " A teaching approach which starts 

with the relationships between organisms and life processes may lead to more integrated 

learning, and needs to be included in addition to addressing the processes in isolation" 

(Driver et al, 1996) (p.33). In their study entitled, "Food chain to food web: a natural 

progressions?", Boltt & Webb (1990) showed that students were able to understand food 

chains but they did not translate this information to the larger scale concept, food webs 

The research literature suggests that students had difficulty considering the effects of 

entire populations, the interdependency of organisms and tended to view food webs in a 
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linear fashion (Barker & Bell , 1982, Bell 1985, Boltt & Webb 1990, Grant & Griffiths 

1985). Brumby's work (1982) on students' perceptions of the concept of life also pointed 

to student difficulty on the integration of learning using knowledge outside the context of 

school. She indicates that attention on how to learn rather than on what is learned is 

necessary for students to be able to integrate and apply their knowledge to the world 

around them. In their work on children's ideas about decay, Konicek, Leach & Shapiro 

(1992) also noted student difficulty integrating knowledge. In their study, no pupils 

showed evidence of relating decay into the greater picture of cycling of matter in 

ecosystems. 

Another relevant finding in the literature is the difficulties reported in students' language 

use in ecology (Anderson, Dubay & Sheldon 1990, Arnold & Simpson 1982, Driver et. al 

1996, Fisherkeller & Hogan 1996). "Particular difficulties were associated with words, 

such as food and energy, having an everyday and a precise scientific meaning" (Bell 

1985 in reference to Arnold & Simpson 1982) (p.214). In looking at the effects of 

instruction on college nonmajors' conceptions of respiration and photosynthesis, 

Anderson, Dubay & Sheldon found that students define respiration and food with normal 

English language use. Basically, students bring their everyday meanings for words such 

as 'food' and 'consumer' to interpret concepts such as food chains (Fisherkeller & Hogan 

1996). In their 1996 study on children's ideas about the cycling of matter in ecosystems, 

Driver et al. states, " A small number of pupils at the top of the age range used the terms 

'food' and 'nutrients' in a manner, which would be acceptable to a biologist. The 
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majority of pupils, however, tended to use the terms 'food', 'nutrient' and 'energy' 

interchangeably" (p.25). 

The third notable aspect in the research reviewed was the literature on students' 

misconceptions or alternate conceptions of ecological concepts. By understanding the 

various ways students make sense of ecological concepts, we can better teach and 

facilitate learning in science. Due to the vast content of these studies, the relevant 

findings have been summarized in the following table. 
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Table 1: A Literature Review of Conceptions and Alternate Conceptions of 
Ecological Concepts 

CONCEPT SCIENTIFIC 
CONCEPTIONS 

STUDENTS' CONCEPTIONS OR ALTERNATE CONCEPTIONS OF 
ECOLOGICAL CONCEPTS 

Photosynthesis 
and Respiration 

• Photosynthesis: 
"When exposed to 
sunlight green plants 
take in carbon 
dioxide from air (or 
water for aquatic 
plants) that they use 
along with water to 
make sugars, which 
they use as their 
food. They take in 
nutrients from soil 
or water. Through 
photosynthesis, 
energy for growing 
and staying alive 
(for most living 
things) comes from 
the sun." 
(Fisherkeller & 
Hogan. 1996) 

(p. 948) 

• Respiration: 
"Plants and animals 
(but not all 
microbes) constantly 
take in oxygen 
which bums the 
food stored in their 
bodies to release 
energy. Carbon 
dioxide, water, and 
minerals are 
released as waste." 
(Fisherkeller & 
Hogan, 1996) 
(p.948) 

• Respiration: 
"Process by which 
organisms break 
down food (glucose) 
to extract energy" 
(Anderson, DuBay, 
& Sheldon, 1990) 
(p. 772) 

PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND R ESP IRA TION 
A summary' of findings adapted from Diagnosing secondary students' 
misconceptions of photosynthesis and respiration in plants using a two-tier 
multiple choice instrument (Haslam and Treagust, 1987) 
• Photosynthesis occurs all the time in green plants. Photosynthesis can 

occur when there is not light energy. C02 is used in respiration when 
there is no light energy to photosynthesize. Oxygen gas is used in 
respiration, which only occurs in green plants when there is no light 
energy to photosynthesize. 

• Green plants stop photosynthesizing when there is no light energy at all 
so they continue to respire and give off oxygen gas. Green plants 
respire only when there is no light energy. 

• Green plants make their food from oxygen gas in the presence of light 
energy. 

• Green plants respire only at night (when there is no light energy). 
• The green pigment called chlorophyll combines with the carbon dioxide 

in the presence of light energy and produces glucose and water. 
• Non green plants like fungi which do not contain chlorophyll or similar 

pigments can also photosynthesize. 
• The most important benefit to green plants when they photosynthesize is 

the production of energy for plant growth. The most important benefit 
to plants when they photosynthesize is the removal of C02 from the air 
through the leaf s stomates. 

• Respiration in green plants takes place only during the day. Respiration 
does not take place in the presence of light energy. C02 is given off in 
largest amounts by green plants in the presence of sunlight. 

• Respiration in plants takes place in the cells of the leaves only since 
only leaves have special pores to exchange gases. 

• Respiration in green plants is a chemical process to obtain energy which 
occurs in plant cells but not in animal cells. 

• Respiration in green plants provides energy to live and is a chemical 
process by which plants manufacture food from water and C02. 
Respiration in green plants is the taking in of C02 and giving off of 
oxygen gases through plant stomates. 

• In the process of respiration C02 and water are used by the green plant 
to produce energy' during which time glucose and oxygen waste are 
produced. 

• Respiration takes place in all plants only when there is no light energy' 
and in all animals all the time. 

RESPIRATION 
A summary of findings adapted from The Effects of Instruction on College 
Nonmajors' Conceptions of Respiration and Photosynthesis (Anderson, 
DuBay and Sheldon, 1990) 
• Breathing exchange of C02 for 02 (Exhaling C02 for humans, 

exhaling 02 for plants 
• Breathing 
• Has lungs to breathe with 
• Air in. air out 
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• Photosynthesis: PHOTOSYNTHESIS 
"Process by which A summary of findings adapted from (Anderson, DuBay and Sheldon, 1990) 
plants use the • All I remember is it has to do with green plants and light 
sunlight's energy to • Plants take in C02 and change it to 02 
make food • I remember needing to know a formula for it in high school 
(glucose)" • When the sun is directly on the plant-the plant will go through 
(Anderson, DuBay, photosynthesis 
& Sheldon, 1990) • Keeps plants green 
(p. 772) • Green plants turn sun and C02 into chlorophyll 

PLANTS AND LIGHT/PLANTS AND FOOD 
A summary of findings adapted from Students' ideas about plant nutrition: 
what are they? (Bell, 1985 in reference to Anderson. Roth & Smith 1983) 
(p. 214) 

• Plants need for Plants and light 
light: plants • Plants always need light 
need light after 

• Plants always need light 

food in 
cotyledons is 
used up 

• Function of • Plants need light to grow and live 
light in plants: 

• Plants need light to grow and live 

Light is used in 
making food 

• Plants' source Plants and Food 
of food: plants • Plants take in food from the outside environment 
make their food 
internally using 
light, air, and 
water 

• Implicit • Many things could be considered food (fertilizer, sun, water) 
definition of 

• Many things could be considered food (fertilizer, sun, water) 

food: only 
certain 
materials that 
provide energy 
are truly food: 
plants get food 
only by making 
it themselves 

• Functions of • Plants need food in order to live and grow 
food in plants: 

• Plants need food in order to live and grow 

plants need 
food to supply 
energy needed 
for internal life 
processes 
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"Food substances 
interact with oxygen 
in the cells of living 
things. The 'new' 
substances formed 
are carbon dioxide 
and water. This 
process is called 
respiration". 

During respiration 
energy is 
transferred" 
(Leeds, 1992) 

AIR AND OXYGEN 
A summary of findings adapted from A Longitudinal Study of Students' 
Conceptualization of Ecological Processes (Helleden, 1998) 
• Oxygen and air come from the soil 
• Plants absorb air through their roots 
• Plants need little oxygen 
• Air or oxygen could be available through the water cycle 

RESPIRATION 
A summary of findings adapted from Ecosystems (Leeds, 1992) 
• Students associate the word "respiration" with breaming 
• People and animals need air to breathe. Oxygen is considered good and 

often equated with air. Carbon dioxide and gases are viewed as strange 
and harmful. 

• Some students consider any gas going in and out of organisms as 
breathing. 

• Students view plants as breathing in C02 and breathing out oxygen. 
Few appreciate that this applies only in the light. Many children think 
of the gas exchange in plants as being important in order to replenish 
the oxygen supply of humans. 

• Breaming is necessary to keep an organism alive. Most children don't 
associate oxygen with food and energy' release, nor with the metabolic 
source of C02. 

• Few pupils have any spontaneous notions about respiration. 
• Plants do not respire 
• Plants respire only in the dark 
• Plant respiration is photosynthesis 
• Older students often don't associate respiration with energy transfer. 

Nutrition and 
Energy Flow 

Starch is a food. 
Food is a 
necessary 
source of 
material for 
growth and 
repair and 
energy in our 
bodies. 

Photosynthesis 
makes food 
which provides 
energy' for the 
plant's life 
processes. 
Plants make 
food as it is 
essential for the 
plant itself. 
Photosynthesis 
is the process 
by which 
energy' from the 
environment 
becomes 
available to 

NUTRITION AND ENERGY FLOW 
A summary of findings adapted from (Leeds, 1992) 
• Many children associate the word 'food' only with what they identify as 

being edible 
• Food is directly converted into energy and vanishes in the process. 
• Plants get their food from the soil. 
• Plants make food for the benefit of animals and people. 

A summary of findings adapted from (Anderson, DuBay and Sheldon, 
1990) 
• Light is food for plants. Light is the reagent in photosynthesis. Light is 

made of molecules. 
• Plants get the energy' they need for all of their processes directly from 

the sun and use the words heat' and light' interchangeably in this 
context. 

• The sun is one amongst many sources of energy' for plants, others being 
soil, minerals, air and water. 

• Energy' flows from place to place in biological systems, and can be 
stored like a material. 

• Food: Stuff that plants and animals take in from the environment 
because they need it 

• Food source for plants: plants obtain some food from their em ironmcnt 
• Source of energy'for plants and animals: plants and animals each obtain 

energy' from a variety of sources. 
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Nutrient cycling 

plants and then 
to animals. 

Basic nutrient 
cycling: (elementary 
school) 
"Decomposers 
release the nutrients 
in dead plants and 
animals back into 
the environment. 
Once die nutrients 
are in Uie nonliving 
environment they 
can be taken in by 
plants, and dien 
when the plants die, 
decomposers release 
those nutrients back 
into the environment 
again. In this way 
nutrients cycle 
between the 
nonliving and the 
living environment" 
(Fisherkeller & 
Hogan, 1996) 
(p.948) 

Intermediate 
nutrient cycling: 
(junior/senior high) 

Food is stiiff that plants and animals take in from the environment 
because they need it. 
Plants obtain some food from their environment. 
Plants and animals each obtain energy from a variety of sources. 

PYRAMID OF ENERGY 
A summary of findings adapted from Misconceptions of selected ecological 
concepts held by some Nigerian students (Adeniyi, 1985) (p.314) 
• A pyramid of energy is wider at the base (producer level) than the apex 

(consumer level) because: in terms of number, producers are greater 
than the herbivores; producers have to be greater in number than 
herbivores so that herbivores can be satisfied/have enough food to eat; 
tire energy that consumers get from producers is more than what they 
(consumers) already have 

• Available energy decreases from producer level to consumer levels in a 
food chain because: food eaten by herbivores may be digested; 
herbivores may be hungry at the time carnivores eat them so that 
carnivores get little energy; herbivores may not get enough grass to eat; 
energy evaporated into the atmosphere in respiration; sun givers energy 
to plants first, dien it is passed to consumers 

• Available energy increases because: in the food chain, sun-plants-cow
man, man has greatest energy because he gets his energy from cow and 
plants; plants are not as powerful as herbivores, herbivores are not as 
powerful as carnivores, die most powerful has greatest energy 

NUTRIENT CYCLING 
A summary of findings adapted from Representing Students' Thinking about 
Nutrient Cycling in Ecosystems: Bidimensional Coding of a Complex Topic 
(Fisherkeller & Hogan 1996) 
• Students had no sense of nutrient cycling as a biological or ecological 

process. They saw it as a magical and mysterious event. 
• Students were unable to explain decomposition as a biological 

mechanisms for the release of nutrients from organic matter 



"All nutrients, 
including carbon 
dioxide, oxygen, 
minerals, and water, 
are cycled back and 
forth between the 
living environment, 
where they are part 
of organisms' 
bodies, and 
substances in the 
nonliving 
environment (air, 
soil, or water). 
These nutrient 
cycles are driven in 
part by biological 
and ecological 
processes such as 
photosynthesis, 
respiration, and 
decomposition." 
(Fisherkeller & 
Hogan, 1996) 
(p.948) 

Advanced nutrient 
cycling: (university) 
"Each nutrient has a 
unique pathway 
between the living 
and the nonliving 
environment. 
(Students should 
know the pathways 
of the most 
important nutrients, 
such as carbon, 
nitrogen, sulfur, and 
phosphorus). These 
nutrient cycles are 
driven by the 
exchange of 
materials resulting 
from biological, 
geological, and 
meteorological 
processes." 
(Fisherkeller & 
Hogan, 1996) 
(p. 948)  
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Food chains, 
food webs, 
trophic levels, 
energy flow 

Food/energy 
relationships 
must be viewed 
as a complex 
web linking die 
organisms 
within an 
ecosystem. 
(Munson, 1994) 
Organisms 
higher in a food 
web feed on 
some organisms 
lower in the 
food web. 
Available 
energy 
decreases as 
one progresses 
up a food web. 
The numbers of 
indi\ iduals in 
the populations 
of any species 
decreases with 
each step up the 
trophic levels, 
because the 
available 
energy 
decreases while 
body size 
generally 
increases as one 
progresses up a 
food web. 

FOOD CHAINS, FOOD WEBS, TROPHIC LEVELS, ENERGY FLOW 
• Food webs are interpreted as simple food chains (Brumby. 1982; Grant 

& Griffiths 1985) 
• Organisms higher in a food web cat everything that is lower in the web 

(Grant & Griffiths 1985) 
• The top of a food chain has the most energy because it accumulates up 

the chain (Adeniyi, 1985). 
• Populations higher on a food web increase in number because diey 

deplete those lower in the web (Munson 1994 in reference to Munson 
1991) 

A summary of findings adapted from (Leeds 1992) 
• Few students relate their ideas about feeding and energy to a framework 

of ideas about interactions of organisms. 
• Few students understand the integration of food chains into webs and 

cycles. 
• Students don't relate food being assimilated into bodies at each stage 

along a food chain. 
• Most children don't view' plants as being die only or ultimate source of 

food for animals. 
• Few students can relate the importance of plants in an ecosystem and 

relating them to the sun. 
• Few children understood that plants grow in water and are a source of 

aquatic food chains. 
• Cliildren think in terms of predestination and think that food chains 

exist for people and large animals. 
• Predators feed on all organisms below it on a food chain. 
• Energy' builds up through a food chain. Bigger animals are seen as 

being having more energy. 

A summary of findings adapted from Thev Misunderstand But They'll Pass 
(Marek 1986) 
• Students view food chains as controlling animal population, keeping 

species to a minimal amount. 
Organisms gain energy 
Students reason it was Gods purpose for making the animals eat each 
other for food 
A simple organism eats simple food. Food gets more complicated as 
the organisms do. 
If animals eat die smallest thing there is, then no one will bother them. 

The food chain that occurs in water is small fish-large fish-crocodile-
bacteria (Adeniyi, 1985) 
Fish do not feed on plants because: plants do not live in water, fish feed 
on worms/water (Adeniyi. 1985) 
Bacteria are the source of energy in a food chain/ecosystem: they decay 
dead plants and animals to produce gases and heat (Adeniyi, 1985) 

Semantic confusion: statements about food chains using the term 
consumer (Fisherkeller & Hogan 1996) 
A "food chain is diings diat make food" (Fisherkeller & Hogan 1996) 
Students did not see non-plant eating animals as dependent on plants at 
the base of a food chain including in which they included decomposers 
(Fisherkeller & Hogan 1996) '  
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Producer, 
consumer 

• Producer: an 
organism that 
makes its own 
food. 

• Consumer: an 
organism that 
does not make 
its own food, 
depend on other 
living things for 
food. 
(Addison-
Wesley. 1984) 

PRODUCER, CONSUMER 
A summary of findings adapted from (Adcniyi. 1985) 
• Plants get their food/C02 from the soil 
• Energy is transferred to plants through nutrients (water, nitrogen) in the 

soil 
• There are more plant eaters than meat eaters because: plant eaterrs such 

as goats produces more young ones at one time than human beings; in 
many communities, people rear sheep, goat, cow; therefore there are 
more plant eaters than carnivores. 

Decomposition • Decomposer: an 
organism that 
breaks down the 
bodies of other 
dead organisms 
and the waste 
products of 
living 
organisms into 
simple chemical 
substances. 
(Addison-
Wesley, 1984) 

DECOMPOSITION 
• Decomposition is a biological and physical process that is mysterious 

"dead things disappear, it just happens, rain and wind make it 
happen...animals decompose by themselves, they spread out in 
dirt...maggots, worms, and things eat dead animals" (Fisherkeller & 
Hogan 1996) (p.957) 

• Students missed link between decomposer organisms as the cause of 
decomposition (Fisherkeller & Hogan 1996) 

• Students failed to mention organisms as being involved in the 
decomposition process (Helleden. 1998) 

• Decomposition of an apple is a result of being eaten by visible 
organisms such as insects, bugs, and cows (Konicek. Leach. & Shapiro, 
1992) 

• A decomposing apple is being eaten or attacked by microorganisms 
such as germs, bacteria, microbes, and decomposers (Konicek, Leach. & 
Shapiro, 1992) 

• Physical factors (air. sun. heat) are a part of decay (Konicek, Leach. & 
Shapiro, 1992) 

• The skin of an apple must be broken or bmised for decomposition lo 
occur. Decay is related to age (Konicek, Leach, & Shapiro, 1992) 

• Decay is seen egoccntrically by some children. An apple that is not 
eaten on time will decay. (Konicek. Leach. & Shapiro. 1992) 

• No pupils related the idea that physical factors (temperature, moisture) 
affect the role of microbial and enzymatic action on the process of 
decay (Konicek. Leach. & Shapiro. 1992) 

• The total amount of matter after decay would be less (Konicek. Leach, 
& Shapiro. 1992) 

• Matter simply disappears (Konicek. Leach, & Shapiro, 1992) 

Cycling of 
Matter 

• Green plants 
take in simple 
substances from 
the environment 
and convert 
these 
substances into 
biomass. 

• Material is 
transferred from 
the body of lone 
living thing to 

( •yCUNG OEMATTER 
A summary' of findings adapted from (Leeds, 1992) 
• Students think of materials as appearing and disappearing. 
• If children view material as disappearing, it is unlikely they will think 

mass is conserved. Children who think of gas as being weightless are 
unlikely to consider conservation of mass in reactions involving gases. 

• Children may predict a loss of volume or mass during reactions. 
• Older children tend to think of cyclical processes in terms of sequences 

of events with matter being created or destroyed. 
• Soil, water, and food are considered by some children factors necessary 

for growth rather than as sources of matter. 
• Few children are aware of ideas of matter from the bodies of organisms 
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another, when changing into mineral matter and becoming part of the abiotic or non
one living thing living environment. 
becomes the • Students don't relate respiration to the cycling of matter. 
food of another. • Students don't see a connections between die oxygen and carbon 

• Material from dioxide cycle and other processes involving the production, 
bodies of living consumption and use of food. 
things is • Student conceptualize decay or decomposition as the total or partial 
returned to the disappearance of matter. 
environment 
when living 
tilings break 
down complex 
substances to 
simple 
substances in 
respiration. 

• Material from 
die bodies of 
living diings is 
returned to the 
environment by 
the process of 
decay. 

Ecological • Traits appear as ECOLOGICAL ADAPTA TION 
Adaptation a result of • Traits are developed by individuals in response to the needs of the 

random individual (Clough & Wood-Robinson. 1985). 
processes. • b) Traits develop because they are part of a predetermined grand plan 

(Adeniyi. 1985: Clough-Wood-Robinson, 1985). 
• Traits are • Traits are properties of populations (Munson 1994 in reference to 

properties of Anderson & Bishop 1990). 
individuals and 
\ an within a • Traits are passed on by the bigger, stronger organisms that replace the 
population. smaller, weaker ones (Adeniyi, 1985). 

• Natural 
selection 
influences the 
increasing or 
decreasing 
prevalence of 
traits in a 
population. 

Carrying • Populations CARRYING CAPACITY 
Capacity' exist in a state A summary of findings adapted from Ecological Misconceptions (Munson, 

of dynamic 1994) 
equilibrium, • Populations exist in states of either constant growth or decline 
fluctuating in depending on their position in a food chain (Munson 1994 in refcrncc to 
numbers around Munson 1991) 
an average • Some ecosystems are limitless resources and provide an opportunity for 
population size limitless growth of a population (Munson, 1994 in reference to Brody & 

• Biotic and Koch. 1989: Munson. 1994 in reference to Munson, 1991) 
abiotic factors 
in an ecosystem 
are limited and 
affect the 
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carrying 
capacity for any 
give species. 

Interdependence • Living things 
depend upon 
one another and 
upon the 
materials in 
their 
environment 
(Leeds, 1992) 

INTERDEPENDENCE 
A summary of findings adapted from (Leeds, 1992) 
• Older children tend to think of interrelationships only in terms of simple 

food chains or provision of shelter. 
• Descriptive rather than explanatory thinking 
• They don't think of interdependence as being several components 

(plants, gases, food, minerals, animals) of an ecosystem. 
• In terms of food chains and food webs, students think of individual 

components. They focus on linear food chains and don't recognize the 
effects on the whole food web or ecosystem. 

• Predators feed on all organisms below it in a food chain 
• Students lack an understanding as to why plants are cnicial in an 

ecosystem. Few relate the importance of plants to the sun as the source 
of life. 

• Children may not sec materials such as soil, water, food, air as sources 
of matter for growth and repair or sources of energy for organisms in 
the environment. 

Population • All the 
organisms of a 
species in an 
area. (Addison-
Wesley. 1984) 

POPULATION 
• We can have a population of frogs and fish combined in one area 

(Adeniyi, 1985) 
• Populations are the things in the community (Adeniyi, 1985) 
• Population is an area where living things occur(Adeniyi. 1985) 
• Population is the number of people/organisms in a certain area at the 

time (Adeniyi, 1985) 

• A change in one population will only affect another population if the 
two populations are related as predator and prey (Grant & Griffiths, 
1985) 

• A population located liigher on a food chain within a food web is a 
predator of all populations located below (Grant & Griffiths. 1985) 

• A change in size of a prey population has no effect on its predator 
population (Grant & Griffiths. 1985) 

• If the size of one population in a food web is altered, all other 
populations in the web will be altered in the same way (Grant & 
Griffiths, 1985) 

Competition • An environment 
can only 
support a 
certain number 
of living things. 
There is 
competition 
between living 
things for the 
resources of the 
environment. 
(Leeds, 1992) 

COMPETITION 
A summary of findings adapted from (Leeds. 1992) 
• Children don't think of food as a scarce resource for animals and thus 

don't consider competition for food. Young children attribute human 
thinking and decision making about food to animals. 

• Student think in terms of linear food chains and do not consider 
competition between species for the same food resource. 

• Students think a change in population affects only those animals directly 
related to it as predator or prey. 

• In understanding competition, students can more readily understand 
competition between predators for a food source, than competition 
between prey to avoid to be eaten. 
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Ecosystem • Varying the 
population of an 
organism 
affects an entire 
ecosystem. 
(Munson, 1994) 

• Varying the 
population of an 
organism 
affects other 
organisms in an 
ecosystem to 
varying 
degrees. 

ECOSYSTEM 
• Varying the population of an organism will only affect the others that 

are directly connected through a food chain (Grant & Griffiths 1985; 
Munson 1994 in reference to Munson 1991). 

• b) Varying the population of an organisms may not affect an ecosystem 
because some organisms are not important. (Munson. 1994 in reference 
to Munson, 1991) 

• Varying the population of an organism will affect all oilier organisms to 
die same degree (Grant &Griffiths 1985). 

• Living tilings do not interact with the nonliving diings. they stay apart. 
(Adeniyi 1985) 

• Ecosystem is die relationship between living things/same as 
population/community. (Adeniyi 1985). 

• "Proteins, sugar, carbohydrates, and fats are only found in living 
organisms" (Marek 1986) (p.35) 

• "[Organisms in an ecosystem] will have to learn to compromise in order 
to survive" (Marek 1986) (p.35) 

• "Animals look for the same food. They breathe the same air; they help 
each odier out when they are in trouble" (Marek 1986) (p.35) 

Community • A group of 
different kinds 
of organisms 
living and 
interacting in an 
area. (Addison-
Wcsley. 1984) 

COMMUNITY 
A summary of findings adapted from (Adeniyi, 1985) 
• Community is the biotic and abiotic components 
• A community live together, have same idea and reason together 
• Communities come from population/same as population 

Niche • Eaclt species 
has unique 
needs from and 
effects on an 
ecosystem. 

• Species in an 
ecosystem each 
have a unique 
niche, but may 
interact in 
dynamic wavs. 

NICHE 
A summary of findings adapted from (Munson, 1994) 
• The needs and roles of a species are general and typical of similar 

species (Munson. 1994 in reference to Munson, 1991) 
• Species coexist in an ecosystem because of their compatible needs and 

behaviors: tiiev "get along" (Munson. 1994 in reference to Munson. 
1991) 

Habitat • The place 
where an 
organism lives. 
(Addison-
Wesley, 1984) 

HABITAT 
A summary of findings adapted from (Adeniyi, 1985) 
• Habitats arc animals that live in yvater/land 
• Habitat is the same as ecosystem 
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T R E N D S A N D P A T T E R N S IN T H E L I T E R A T U R E 

Many articles and some abstracts, relating to students' conceptions and learning in 

ecology and science were reviewed. The articles spanned from 1971 to 2000, giving 

approximately a 30-year time period. In reviewing the literature, patterns and trends that 

depicted changes in the approach to research and its methodologies in this field were 

found. The following section shares these discoveries. 

Research in Response to an Environmental Crisis 

The 1970's were characterized by a period of environmental 'reform', with an emphasis 

on environmental concerns and changing behavior. The topic of learners' conceptions 

about ecology appeared to surface at the same time as this environmental surge. The 

onset of research in the field of ecological education appeared to be in response to a 

deteriorating world crisis. There was a sense of urgency to look at what students 

understood about the concept of ecology and at education as providing some solutions 

(Moore 1971; Presnell 1972; Isabel! 1973; Rentsch 1974; Fleetwood and Hounshell 

1976; Ramsey and Rickson 1976). Zosel (1978) wrote, 

As the deterioration of our environment becomes a major point of public concern, 
the importance of having an understanding of the delicate balance between forces 
in nature becomes ever more evident. It becomes the task of our educational 
systems to produce the enlightened populace necessary to deal with the ensuing 
problems. The educational efforts made in the past few years have not been an 
overwhelming success. The curricula and programs appear to have been 
developed with little research on the child's understanding of the concept of 
ecology (p.345). 

Therefore, learning ecological concepts and developing curriculum accordingly, was 

equated with becoming environmentally responsible citizens (public awareness and 
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knowledge was the thrust). Hence, the focus on education. However at this time, the 

emphasis was on concepts and not on conceptions or student understandings of ecology. 

Understanding Conceptions: Misconceptions to Alternate Frameworks 

The literature reveals a distinct shift in the thinking about conceptions, from pre

conceptions and misconceptions, implying something wrong or bad to alternative 

conceptions, different ways of thinking (Watts 1981). Adeniyi (1985) wrote that 

misconceptions represent incorrect knowledge, "the students' knowledge of pyramids of 

number and food material or energy flow in the ecosystem can be described as intuitive, 

incomplete, and erroneous" (p.315). Marek (1986) also wrote about misconceptions of 

scientific phenomena, "and for misconceptions already in place, what science 

experiences can we provide that wi l l replace students' misconceptions with sound 

understanding?" (p.35). Again, the implication is that misconceptions are wrong and 

should be replaced. The word misconception is replaced by the words, 'alternative 

conceptions or frameworks' (Driver 1981; Watts 1981; Bloom 1990, Helleden 1998). 

Driver (1981) wrote, "Pupils can and do bring alternate frameworks to explain 

observations which are in keeping with their experience and in this respect are not 

'wrong'. However, we may recognize them as partial and limited in their scope" (p.95). 

Munson (1994) shared similar thoughts, "scientifically incorrect interpretations and 

responses to problems may be provided by students because they hold alternative 

understanding of the phenomena in question" (p.30). 
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The focus of qualitative work shifted from measuring knowledge of concepts, to 

understanding alternative frameworks of students in order to extend the scope of 

meaningful learning in individuals. 

The Development of Ecological Concepts in Children 

The environmental movement stimulated ecological concern regarding education, 

knowledge, and curriculum but didn't take into account how the concept of ecology 

develops in children (Owley, 1977). Brumby (1982) wrote, "there is a danger that the 

curiosity and wonder of childhood is being overwhelmed by the explosion of human 

scientific knowledge. Increasing attention needs to be given to how rather than what to 

learn in those subjects classed as Science, in order to prepare students to live in the world 

of tomorrow" (p. 622). Hence, the idea of childrens' development of ecological concepts 

was initiated. 

Interestingly, it was around this same time when a noticeable shift in focus away from 

curriculum towards the learner and towards providing appropriate teaching strategies can 

be seen. Understanding of ideas and alternative conceptions come into play to assist and 

enhance in meaningful learning. Bloom (1990), comments on a shift of methodologies 

used, from semantic, multiple choice, various forms of interviews, concept mapping 

tasks, word association, sorting tasks, tree construction tasks, content-specific and 

process-specific tasks, and experimental procedures designed to search into the specific 

structures and processes of memory. He states that previous used methodologies, "fall 

short in providing a more complete view of children's understanding" (p.2). Hence, he 
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goes on to say that understanding involves episodic knowledge, mental processes (both 

metaphor and analogies), interpretive frameworks, emotions-values-aesthetics and 

methodologies should reflect these. "The contention is that children construct meaning 

with more than semantic knowledge alone" (Bloom 1990) (p.2). It is during this time 

period where many references are made towards the work of Jean Piaget concerning the 

development of a childrens' thinking (Owley 1977; Sutton 1980; Driver 1981; Brumby 

1982; Clough & Wood-Robinson 1985; Driver 1989; Marek and Westbrook 1992). 

Another trend in the literature affecting the course of research is noted when researchers 

started to look at how development of concepts like ecology occur. A shift towards how 

to learn and not what is learned is again apparent with references to Gowin and Novak's 

book, "Learning how to Learn" (Bar-Lavie 1987). 

A Focus on the Learner 

A transition in the focus of research, from curriculum development to the learner and 

providing appropriate teaching strategies is also noted in the review of the literature. In 

the early research, there is a trend in assessing understanding of concepts for curricular 

change (Isabell 1974; Ramsey and Rickson 1976; Adeniyi 1985). The thrust of research 

then turns towards the teacher, implying that knowing and appreciating conceptions wi l l 

help to provide learning which wi l l enrich and enhance conceptions in science (Osborne 

1980; Watts 1981; Clough & Wood-Robinson 1985; Marek 1986; Bar-Lavie 1987; 

Anderson & Bishop 1990; Konicek et al. 1992; Shapiro 1994; Driver et al. 1996; 

Fisherkeller and Hogan 1996; Appleton 1997). Watts (1981) wrote, "by better 

understanding the beliefs and commitments of pupils about the concept, the teacher has a 
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firmer basis from which to choose particular teaching approaches" (p.17). Driver (1981) 

talks about curriculum and teaching to be developed with children's thinking in mind, 

and in (1989) she hints that continual construction and reconstruction of students' 

knowledge is valuable for both teaching and curriculum, but information of the 

'dynamics of change' is required for developing teaching methods. Bloom (1990) is 

insightful in writing that conceptions are dynamic and people hold different 

understandings which change and sometimes conflict...in other words, researchers and 

teachers can't ever completely understand the conceptions of their students. To sum it up 

nicely, "The most important single factor influencing learning is what the learner already 

know; ascertain this and teach him accordingly" (Munson 1994 in reference to Ausubel 

1968) (p.34). 

Constructivist Perspectives Increasingly Inform the Research 

Increasingly, constructivist perspectives inform the research and research using 

qualitative strategies is more and more prevalent in the literature. There is a recognition 

that, "prior conceptions that may differ substantially from the ideas to be taught, that 

these conceptions influence further learning and that they may be resistant to change" 

(Driver 1989) (p.481). With this trend, there is also a shift towards more alternative 

methodologies looking into childrens' ideas about ecology and interviews are seen as 

having more freedom which "more closely approximates natural cognition" (Bloom 

1990) (p. 16). 
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Constructivist ideas have had an important impact on the thinking of science teachers 

over the last decade (Appleton 1997). In more recent years, the literature on learners' 

conceptions of ecology has showed the predominant use of a constructivist perspective to 

inform the research (Osborne 1980; Watts 1981; Driver 1989; Bloom 1990; Konicek et 

al. 1992; Shapiro 1994, Driver et al. 1996; Fisherkeller and Hogan 1996; Appleton 1997, 

Helleden 1998). According to Appleton (1997), constructivist theories involve, 

"...existing ideas which learners may hold and used to make sense of new experiences 

and new information. Learning therefore occurs when there is a change in the learner's 

existing ideas, either by adding some new information or by re-organizing what is already 

know "(p.303). This perspective has definitely had an impact on how learners' 

conceptions of ecology is approached and on the research methodologies used. 

The works reviewed show a growing acknowledgment that prior conceptions are held 

strongly and are an important influence on learning (Adeniyi 1985; Anderson & Bishop 

1990; Shapiro 1994; Helleden 1998). Driver (1989) suggested that previous knowledge 

may contrast from teaching ideas, but these conceptions which are resistant to change can 

and do affect learning. In this case, classroom teaching would be improved i f teachers 

could build on children's ideas rather than ignore them (Clough and Wood-Robinson 

1985). "Just as scientists in a period of'revolution' in science have to make a paradigm 

shift, so pupils in moving from the ideas and beliefs they come to school with, to 

understanding and accepting the explanatory systems being offered, have to make a 

considerable journey in thought" (Driver 1981) (p.481). 
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Summary 

It is interesting to note that ecology is seen as a key component to gain understanding and 

insight into biological and environmental science throughout the literature. Owley (1977) 

referred to ecology as, "a relatively unitary concept" (p.316). In 1985, Adeniyi wrote, 

"the study of ecology is of major importance in understanding biological phenomena" 

(p.311). "Ecology forms the foundation for environmental education" (Munson 1994) 

(p.30). Along with the recognition of the importance of ecology is the recognition that 

methods for getting insight into childrens' ideas about ecology can be improved (Sutton 

1980; Driver 1981; Marek 1986; Bloom 1990). Sutton (1980) wrote, "clearly the 

exploration of cognitive organization has much to offer teachers, but much work remains 

to be done on improving the methods of probing into it" (p. 120). "Most previous and 

current research in children's conceptions overlook significant aspects of meaning...the 

utility of alternative methodological strategies in eliciting rich and elaborate data on 

various aspects of children's contexts of meaning is an important step in widening the 

scope of our understanding of how children construct highly personal contexts of 

meaning" (Bloom 1990) (pp. 18-19). 

The understanding of learners' conceptions of ecology is a never-ending search, as 

conceptions have evolved to be seen as being dynamic and every changing. The quest of 

today's researchers is to create and improve upon alternative methods in gaining 

understanding on ecological conceptions and gain insight into the thoughts, and feelings 

of students about their learning experiences. The field of research has seen several trends 



and continues to grow and change with new insights. If we continue to ask the questions, 

we can only hope to widen our scope of understanding. 
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Chapter 3 

M E T H O D O L O G Y AND DESIGN OF T H E R E S E A R C H 

This study is designed to discover what kinds of insight can be gained from participants, 

by listening and looking at their ideas and experiences during a unit on stream ecology. 

To do this, an interesting approach to the methodology was taken. That being, the 

researcher was part of the environment, sharing with students their experience of learning 

about streams. In this chapter, research design and methodology are discussed. The 

research design or process including rationale, selection of school and students, study 

contexts and development of a research tool wi l l be explained. This wi l l be followed by 

a discussion on the research approach 

D E S I G N OF T H E R E S E A R C H 

The design or process of the study is significant to discuss in order to understand the 

depth and scope of this research. The hands-on, involved methodology employed reflects 

a social constructivist philosophy towards learning and elements of grounded theory. 

The following section of this chapter describes background information for the study, 

including considerations for the research design and descriptions of the contexts and 

students who participated in the study. 

Rationale for Selection of the Research Approach 

Theory and qualitative inquiry employed throughout the course of this research, provide 

the rationale for this work. The kinds of qualitative methodologies used for the study are 

based on a constructivist framework and include elements of grounded theory. 
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Constructivist Framework 

As described in chapter one, a social constructivist perspective is used to inform the 

research. Thus, to understand how learning occurs, one must look at the experience and 

interactions of the learner and how they are making sense of ideas. In this study, the 

researcher with the collaboration of her supervisor did this by following students 

throughout the process of learning about streams, both by observation and interview. The 

researcher emerged herself into the experience of the learner. She became part of the 

learning environment, working and talking to students throughout the entire process of 

learning stream ecology. Hence the application of a social constructivist view in a study 

setting. In describing her research with children, Shapiro (1994) writes, "The best 

approach to documenting and conveying this information seemed to be to work closely 

with individual children, as they learned about a specific science topic, asking them to 

help me make sense of the material and activities presented to them." (p. 13). Thus, the 

researcher became integrated into the research environment. In using a constructivist 

methodology, "an effort is made by both parties to understand, through conversation, 

how the individual is making sense of circumstances and thus preserve the integrity of his 

or her experience." (Shapiro, 1994) (p. 11). In other words, talking and being with 

students during their stream ecology experience enabled insight and discovery into their 

thoughts, feelings, and ideas about streams. A constructivist methodology enabled the 

researcher and her supervisor or co-collaborator to hear what students were saying and 

thus, directed the collection and analysis of data in a fascinating way. 
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Grounded Theory 

Elements of grounded theory also underlie the methodology used in this particular study. 

Grounded theory is one of the five traditions of qualitative inquiry that is used to discover 

a schema or theory of a phenomenon relating to a particular experience. According to 

Creswell (1998), "This situation is one in which individuals interact, take actions, or 

engage in a process in response to a phenomenon. To study how people act and react to 

this phenomenon, the researcher collects primarily interview data, makes multiple visits 

to the field, develops and interrelates categories of information, and writes theoretical 

propositions or hypotheses or presents a visual picture of the theory" (p. 56). Although 

the thrust of grounded theory is the development of a theory relating to the phenomenon 

being studied, this study did not result in a theory or hypothesis. The design and research 

procedures were therefore not directed by the desire to prove or disprove a particular 

theory. There was no pre-existing hypothesis or ideas going into the research. However, 

elements of the tradition were employed in the research methodology. Insight gained was 

'grounded' in data from the field, relating to the experience (a unit on stream ecology), 

including the interactions and words of the students. Ideas were shaped and developed 

along with the collection and analysis of data. The primary means of collecting data were 

interviews, videotaping of sequences, and multiple visits to the study settings. 

Selection of a School 

One of the first challenges of the project was to locate a school that was participating in a 

stream ecology program and who was wil l ing to partake in the research. A list of schools 

was obtained for the spring ecology programs at a local Field Ecology Centre. The 
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school selected was chosen because of its stream ecology program booking, the 

willingness of both principal and teachers to participate in the study, and the age and 

grade of interest of the students involved in the study. It should be noted that although 

the class involved in the study was an advanced placement (AP) biology class (a program 

of accelerated learning in which students are challenged beyond the general biology 20 

curriculum), this was not a factor in the selection process. 

The Class, the Curriculum, and the Teacher 

The advanced placement biology 20 class was comprised of twenty students, including 

six girls and fourteen boys. A first year university biology textbook was used entitled. 

Biology 5th Edition by Curtis/Barnes. According to the teacher, the ecology component 

of the biology 20 course is significantly larger than that of the A P course, which 

comprises only 10% of the year. Upon glancing at the text, there appeared to be very 

little material on stream ecology as a topic of focus in the high school curriculum. Most 

of the information focused on ecological concepts such as population dynamics, 

community and ecosystems, and global issues. 

The Alberta biology curriculum states that in Biology 20, a field component is mandatory 

(Appendix A) . However, there is no resource material in these texts on stream ecology or 

resources for the teacher to conduct such a field component. Hence, the benefit of going 

out to a field study site like the Field Ecology Centre. When asked what kind of 

preparation the teacher did before the study, she indicated that without resources and 

because the Field Ecology Centre does such a good job, she does most of her work during 

follow-up classes. 
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The veteran teacher involved in the study, was both new to the school and new to the 

experience of teaching the A P biology course. She played a supportive role in the 

research study and allowed the researcher the flexibility to videotape within the 

classroom and sit in on numerous classes. She, along with the researcher's supervisor, 

provided feedback on developing a research tool and helped in the selection of students to 

work with. The teacher was extremely helpful and open-minded. The researcher and 

teacher were in close contact, which facilitated this study and contributed to a very 

positive research experience. 

Selection of Students 

Three pairs of students were selected to participate in the study. The students ranged in 

age from 15 to 17 years old. The six students were selected according to natural grouping 

habits, gender representation, ability range representation, observation, journaling, 

teacher input, willingness to participate in the study, and comfort level with both the 

researcher and the video camera. Students were selected in pairs based on natural 

friendship groupings. This was done because students who were comfortable and 

friendly towards one another appeared to articulate the processes of learning readily with 

one another. 

The students' learning experience prior to the research study included formal teaching of 

nutrient systems and a marine ecology field trip. Two groups of students had previous 

experience studying stream ecology during a school field trip the year before. When 

asked to rate their interest in biology, ten being most interested, the students' answers 
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ranged from 6.5 to 10. The majority of students ranged on the higher end of the upper 

level of the scale. 

The students involved in the study are referred to using pseudonyms: June, Rachel, Perry, 

Jack, Alex, and Ashley. Although individual responses in the research were valuable, the 

purpose of the study was not to focus on individual concept development. Rather, it was 

to focus on ideas, feelings, and development processes of the collective study group in 

order to develop themes to characterize the group. 

June is the eldest of the study group. She indicated that her knowledge of streams came 

from first hand experience, as she loved canoeing. Both June and Rachel had no other 

previous experience studying streams and they both indicated a high interest in science 

and biology. Rachel expressed that her prior knowledge about streams came from her 

own knowledge, from reading, and from pictures. 

Perry and Jack both indicated less enthusiasm towards biology than other sciences, 

expressing that they liked physics the best. Along with Ashley and Alex, Perry and Jack 

had previously studied streams during a grade nine field trip to a local provincial park 

When asked what they had studied during this experience, they related pH, dissolved 

oxygen, water measurements, water sources, and carbon dioxide as topics covered. 

Ashley and Alex expressed the highest interest in biology as a science. 
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Study Contexts 

The study followed six grade ten advanced placement students, observing and listening to 

their voices about their experience of learning ecological ideas, their thoughts, feelings, 

and ideas during a unit on stream ecology. The unit consisted of a classroom component 

consisting of a work class and group presentation of students' ideas about streams, 

followed by a stream ecology field study at a Field Ecology Centre, and one follow-up 

class in the regular school setting. 

Information was collected in several settings during the research study. The events of the 

stream ecology unit, the study contexts, and the method of data collection are presented 

in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Unit Events, Contexts, and Methods of Data Collection in the Research Study 

E V E N T C O N T E X T M E T H O D O F DATA 
C O L L E C T I O N 

Group Presentations 
Initial Ideas About 
Freshwater Streams 

• Biology classroom 
• A l l students in the class presented group 

projects about streams 

• Video taping 
• Observation 
• Journal 

Interview #1: Before the 
Field Experience 

• In vacant classroom 
• Selected pairs of students were asked to 

elaborate on their initial ideas about 
streams 

• Students were interviewed on their own 
time, generally before or after classes 

• Each of the three pairs was interviewed 
separately 

• Interview 
• Video taping 
• Audio cassette 

recording 
• Journal 

Field Study • Field Ecology Centre: 
• Introduction to streams in centre's 

lab/classroom. 
• Field work outside at stream site 
• Students working in groups of four, hence 

students involved in the research are in two 
groups. 

• The two groups in study are at two 
different stream sites, one rocky and the 
other one vegetative. 

• Follow-up back in lab/classroom. 

• Observation 
• Video taping 
• Journal 
• Review of field notes 

from previous field 
experiences at the 
centre 

Follow-up of field study • Biology classroom 
• Students working in field study groups of 

four. 

• Observation 
• Participation 
• Video taping 
• Journal 

Interview #2: After the 
Stream Ecology Study at 
the Field Ecology Centre 

• In vacant classroom 
• Same Selected Pairs of students 

interviewed 
• Students were interviewed on their own 

time, generally before or after classes 
• Each of the three pairs was interviewed 

separately 

• Interview 
• Video taping 
• Audio cassette 

recording 
• Journal 

Interview #3: A Second 
Interview post field study 
to further talk about ideas 
and share interesting 
questions and 
commonalties of the other 
interviewed students. 

• In vacant classroom 
• Reflection on own and others' ideas 
• Students were interviewed on their own 

time, generally before or after classes 
• Each of the three pairs was interviewed 

separately 

• Interview 
• Video taping 
• Audio cassette 

recording 
• Journal 
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Development of a Research Tool 

Using a constructivist approach to the study, the researcher wanted to establish students' 

prior ideas and understandings about streams, their spontaneous ideas before formal 

instruction and introduction of nonspontaneous or taught ideas. To do this, a research 

tool was developed. A variety of tools were explored during this development phase 

including picture probes and a questionnaire (Appendices B & C). The idea was to 

stimulate conversation about streams and ecological concepts. However, it was decided 

that these tools were too specific and directional to elicit the spontaneous ideas of 

students. 

During a review of stream ecology, the researcher discovered the "River Continuum 

Concept". The River Continuum Concept describes the function and structure of 

communities along a river system. As Cummins, Cushing, Minshall, Sedell, & Vannote 

1980 state, "from headwaters to mouth, the physical variables within a river system 

present a continuous gradient of physical conditions. This gradient should elicit a series 

of responses within the constituent populations resulting in a continuum of biotic 

adjustments and consistent patterns of loading, transport, utilization, and storage or 

organic matter along the length of a river." (p. 130). In other words, stream size and 

conditions affects both ecosystem structure and function. This corresponds with the 

kinds of organisms found there such as shredders, which are considered to be the aquatic 

invertebrates, which feed on large particulate or plant material. 
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The researcher decided to adapt this concept into a research tool to access students' ideas 

about the interdependency of organisms and help in understanding students' ideas about 

stream ecosystems. A research tool looking at students' ideas about relationships, and 

hypothetical situations resulted (Appendix D). However, the resulting question sheet was 

a somewhat technical and complicated questionnaire. Looking back at the literature, 

Adeniyi (1985) developed a highly technical research tool as well in which, among other 

things he had students define various ecological terms. In their study, Driver et al. (1996) 

makes reference to Adeniyi 's work indicating that the use of highly technical language in 

a research tool might lead students to use their taught science knowledge rather than 

focusing on the concepts underlying the scientific phenomena. It was therefore decided 

that a different research tool was needed. The resulting tool was an open-ended task and 

is described in the following section. 

R E S E A R C H E R A P P R O A C H : B E I N G P A R T OF T H E E N V I R O N M E N T . S H A R I N G  

W I T H S T U D E N T S T H E I R E X P E R I E N C E OF L E A R N I N G A B O U T S T R E A M S 

What can we learn by listening and looking at students' thoughts and ideas in an 

experience of learning stream ecology? To study this question, the researcher needed to 

be part of the learning environment and subsequent stream ecology experience. She 

wanted to establish a comfort level with students and thereby create an environment for 

students to express themselves openly and honestly. The following describes how the 

researcher along with her supervisor or co-collaborator became part of an environment in 

which students shared their thoughts, feelings, and discoveries about their experience of 

learning stream ecology. 
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Observation and Journaling 

As part of the research approach, it was decided to take notes on both the observations 

and impressions during the entire study process. This included what was going on in the 

learning environment both prior to and during the data collection phase of the research 

Over a total period of four-months, the researcher was present in the learning 

environment, observing and taking detailed notes in the form of a journal. B y seeing and 

being part of the biology classroom, the researcher established a solid foundation and 

reference guide for the development and workings of the study. Initially, the researcher 

took the role of an observer in the classroom. This role shifted with time and familiarity 

to that of participant-observer. 

Familiarization 

Another essential aspect of this study approach was to become familiar with the learning 

environment and participants involved in the research. The researcher spent time at the 

Field Ecology Centre becoming familiar with the stream ecology program offered. Three 

months prior to data collection, the researcher went into the biology classroom weekly or 

often by-weekly, to become familiar with the environment, the students, and the teacher. 

The reasoning for this familiarization was to create a comfort level with participants in 

order to converse with them freely. When appropriate, the researcher interacted with 

both students and the teacher, hence the role of the participant-observer. Two weeks 

before the field study, the researcher brought video cameras into the classroom in order to 

familiarize students with the equipment and the experience of being videotaped. The 

cameras were placed in different locations in the classroom over this time period and 
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were moved around frequently so that all students were exposed to the video taping 

procedure. 

Examination of Students' Prior Knowledge Base 

In accordance with a constructivist approach to the study, the researcher wanted to 

establish the knowledge base of students prior to the learning experience. In other words, 

she sought to develop an understanding of students' initial ideas, concepts, and 

experiences learning about stream ecology. According to Shapiro (1994), the basic 

premise of constructivism "should begin by understanding what it is that learners bring to 

learning. The question, "How is meaning constructed?" permeates the constructivist 

position. In this effort, we need to identify the ideas student hold prior to the study of a 

particular topic." (p. xiv). 

Prior to the field trip, all students in the class presented some of their initial ideas about 

stream ecosystems. A research tool was developed in which pairs of students were asked 

to do the following open-ended task: "In your own creative way, represent a healthy 

functioning freshwater stream". The students had one class to work on the task and one 

class to present their projects (Appendix E). The initial ideas of all students in the class 

provided a reference guide of conceptions that was used as a formative knowledge base 

for the study (Table 3). 
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Table 3: Initial Ideas from Class Presentations used as a Formative Knowledge Base for 
the Research Study 

Group 
1 

Group 
2 

Group 
3 

Group 
4 

Group 
5 

Group 
6 

Group 
7 

Group 
8 

Group 
9 

Concepts 
mentioned 
During 
Presentations 

Water/flowing Imply X X 

Volume 
X X 

Speed 
Veloeity/ current X X X X 

Size/area x X X 

Planb 
X X X X X X X X 

Algae/plankton 
X X X X X X 

Photosynthesis 
X X X X 

Glucose 
X 

Sunlight 
X X 

Dead leaves 
X 

Trees X Forest X 

Roots 
X X 

Soil X X 

Rocks 
X X X 

Nutrients X X X X X X X 

Oxygen X X X X X X 

Nitrogen X X X 

Phosphorous 
X X X 
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Carbon 
X X X 

Calcium 
X 

Where nutrients 
come from X X X Implied 

X X X 

Recycle nutrients 
X 

Source 
X X Run off X X X X 

Ecosystem X 

Environment 
around stream X X X X X X 

Habitat 
X 

Relationships 
Imply Imply Imply X 

Trophic levels 
X X X X X 

Animals Fish Fish, 
alligator, 

eels 

Fish, birds, 
bears 

Fish, 
otters, 
birds, 

beavers, 
hears 

Fish, bear, 
deer 

Fish, 
ducks 

Fish, frogs, 
beaver, 
ducks 

Insects/bacteria/ 
Microorganisms X X X X X X 

Reproduction 
X X X 

PH 
X X Acidic 

Quality of water 
Imply Implv X 

Proximity to 
source 

Imply X 

Human influence 
Fishing X Implied X X 

Littoral zone 
X 

Unique Ideas 
*Eels 
•Alligators 

•Ecosystem 
•Dissolved 
oxygen 

•Recycle 
Nutrients 
•Food 
Pyramid 
•Otters 

•Pollution 
•Filter 
Chemicals 
•Water 
treatmeat 
•Fluoride 
•Deer 

•Dead 
leaves 

•Littoral 
Zone 
•Detrivores 

•Calcium 
•Habitat 
•C02 
•Glucose 
*Frogs& 
Amphibians 
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There were nine groups of students that presented their ideas about healthy freshwater 

streams. Although the projects were very different among the groups, they contributed to 

the research as it represented the students' overall prior knowledge base about stream 

ecology. The following briefly describes the projects and some of the ideas mentioned 

during the class presentations. 

Group one depicted their stream in a tri-fold made out of cardboard (Appendix E ,a) . In 

it were drawn: rocks, algae, bubbles to indicate oxygen, a tiny crab-like creature, big and 

small fish, and arrows indicating the current and speed of the stream. Students mentioned 

that there are more nutrients when the stream is faster flowing and that these nutrients 

come from the ground or from the source Group one made no mention of a larger 

ecosystem influencing the stream. 

Group two had made an open box-like structure out of paper to represent their stream 

(Appendix E ,b ) . In it there were rocks, algae, fish, a toy alligator, and a man fishing. 

The group was able to name parts of a stream but couldn't explain how a stream 

functioned as a whole. 

The students in group three made a 3-dimensional model representing a stream ecosystem 

(Appendix E, a) . The model was divided according to trophic levels (plants on the 

bottom, then fish, then birds and bears on the top). This group associated plants with 

both oxygen and nutrients and they were the first group to consider outside influences on 

the stream ecosystem. 
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The fourth presentation consisted of a paper puzzle (Appendix E, d) . Students in group 

four presented the cut out pieces of their freshwater stream and put it together like a 

puzzle during their presentation. The puzzle parts included: decomposers, consumers, 

producers, water, oxygen, pH, flow, nutrient cycles, and sunlight. This group was the 

first to mention water and specifically flowing water as vital to the composition of a 

stream. 

Human impact on the stream was the focus of group five's project (Appendix E,e.). 

Their presentation concentrated on the health of a stream and how farms, water treatment, 

cities and factories affect a stream ecosystem. According to these students stream water 

coming from the source (in the mountains), is not polluted. However, as the water in the 

stream comes in contact with man (cities, farms), pollution occurs and water refinement 

is needed. 

Group six made a collage depicting a stream environment (Appendix E , f ) . In their 

presentation, these students were the only ones to mention trees and dead leaves as being 

an important part of a stream ecosystem. 

The students in group seven pretended to be hosts of a game show (Jeopardy/Pictionary), 

asking the class (which was divided into two teams) questions about freshwater streams 

(Appendix E , g ) . This group also mentioned the importance of flowing water in a stream 

however, didn't go into any detail on the ecosystem as a whole. 
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Group eight took a mathematical approach to the assignment, determining the volume 

and velocity of a stream (Appendix E , h.). According to these students, the input of the 

volume of water coming into a stream is the same as the amount of water coming out of a 

stream. As long as the water level stays the same, the stream is a perfect half cylinder. 

The mathematical model, although interesting, did not tell us much about a stream 

ecosystem. 

The last presentation (group 9) consisted of a poster illustrating a stream and it's various 

parts: consumers, decomposers, producers, nutrients, habitat, reproduction, 

photosynthesis and predator vs. prey (Appendix E , i.). These students focused on the 

relationship between organisms. The presentations and representations of students' ideas 

about healthy functioning freshwater streams enabled the researcher and her supervisor to 

examine students' prior knowledge base. 

After the class presentations and before the stream ecology field trip, an initial interview 

was set up with the three selected groups of students involved in the research study. The 

purpose of this first interview, was to further establish the knowledge base of the students 

and have them elaborate on their ideas, their knowledge background and on the collective 

ideas presented in the class. It should be noted that questions asked in interviews were 

derived from ideas presented from the students themselves. These questions were 

intended to provoke discussion and initiate conversation about streams (Appendix F). 



Being Part of the Experience: Going with Students to the Field Ecology Centre 

To be able to listen and interpret what participants were doing and saying, the researcher 

had be a part of the entire learning experience, including the stream ecology field study. 

In this inquiry, that meant going and interacting with students, participating in, and 

recording their stream ecology field trip. 

The all day field study was divided into three sections by the Field Ecology Centre 

curriculum developers. These included: 1) A n Introduction; 2) A n outdoor field 

component (including habitat assessment, various field tests to assess water quality, and 

the collection of a macroinvertebrate sample); and 3) A final indoor laboratory 

component, including a lab entitled, 'dissolved oxygen and aquatic primary productivity', 

as well as an analysis of the macroinvertebrate sample. 

Introduction to Stream Ecology 

The first part of the morning was spent in a lab/classroom setting inside the Field 

Ecology Centre. It consisted of an introduction to the facility and an introduction to the 

stream ecology study. There were two field instructors. The first task of the day was a 

brainstorming activity, which involved groups of students writing a two-minute paper. In 

their groups, students came up with answers to the following questions: What is an 

ecosystem made up of? What does it do? Who lives there? and H o w is it structured or 

built? The students then shared their ideas, while the instructor incorporated the answers 

into the Field Ecology Centre's teaching model on the blackboard (Appendix G). The 

morning continued with an introduction to the River Continuum Model (Appendix H). 
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This involved the explanation of concepts such as stream order, canopy, and 

macroinvertebrates. The instructor had the students read out loud the definitions for the 

four groups of invertebrates. She then related canopy and stream width to the types and 

numbers of organisms found in a stream environment. She also explained the kinds of 

things students were going to be doing out in the field. The final part of the introduction 

involved getting everyone into rubber boots with their field test equipment. 

The Outdoor Stream Ecology Field Study 

The outdoor field study component consisted of the following three main sections: habitat 

assessment, various field tests to assess water quality, and the collection of a 

macroinvertebrate sample to bring back to the lab. Three groups of students went with 

one instructor to one stream site, while the remaining two went with the second instructor 

to another site. It is interesting to note that the two sites were quite different in nature. 

The one site was wide, rocky, and was fairly exposed with little or no streamside 

vegetation. The other site was more sheltered and noticeably warmer. It was narrower 

with few rocks and had an abundance of streamside vegetation. 

The habitat assessment included looking at the various aspects of the habitat having an 

effect on the stream. Students measured out a 10-meter long study site and analyzed the 

aspect and slope of the area, looked at stream bottom, streamside vegetation, and drew a 

reach diagram. They measured the width of the stream and timed a tennis ball travelling 

down the length of their stream to find out the speed of the stream. B y measuring the 

average depth across the stream, they were able to calculate stream discharge. 
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Data from various tests was collected in order to assess water quality. These tests 

included kits with instructions and chemicals for dissolved oxygen, pH, phosphates, 

nitrates, and turbidity. Information was charted on the field data sheets for the group 

(Appendix I). 

Collection of an invertebrate sample was the final task before lunch. With a special net, 

students rubbed rocks and swished through mud and weeds to collect their 

macroinvertebrate sample. The resulting sample was put in a bucket to bring back to the 

lab for the afternoon. This concluded the outside component of the field study. 

The Indoor Laboratory Study 

The second part of the field day consisted of an indoor laboratory component. Prior to 

the field day, the teacher had requested that a biochemical oxygen demand or B O D . lab 

in the unit be covered at the Field Ecology Centre. The lab is divided into two parts, the 

first part was done after lunch that day. The second part of the lab takes several days to 

complete, and therefore was done ahead of time by the instructors and just discussed. 

The second task of the afternoon was a biotic assessment of the water samples. Working 

in their field groups, students found and identified different invertebrates using keys and 

a light microscope. Information was filled out on the field data sheetS (Appendix I). 

Once invertebrates were classified, they were counted. A goal of 100 macroinvertebrates 

was set as the ideal amount in order to calculate the cumulative index value. 



Follow-up and Final Interviews 

Follow-up after the field study consisted of a single class in which students worked 

together in their field groups to finish calculations involved in the study, and represent 

the information learned on chart paper. The researcher observed and recorded students' 

discussions. The follow-up class represented the end of the stream ecology unit. This 

research however continued with two more interviews with each pair of students. The 

second interview was based on students' ideas and thoughts after the field study 

(Appendix J). The third interview used charts for each pair of students showing their pre-

field trip and post-field trip ideas, along with questions and ideas mentioned from other 

students, to stimulate further discussion about stream ecology (Appendix K ) . Thus, the 

purpose of the last two interviews was to delve further into the thoughts and ideas of 

students and gain a better understanding of their story, their views about their stream 

ecology learning experience. A l l interviews conducted in the study were semi-structured 

in nature and open-ended in order to invite students to share in a natural discussion about 

stream ecology and their learning experience. Interviews were conducted in the morning 

before school, during the lunch break, and or after school on the students' own time. 

The Quality of Interviews 

A l l interviews lasted between thirty minutes to over an hour in length. They were taped 

with the permission of the students involved in the study and could be described as semi-

structured in nature. Although there was a set of interview questions for each series of 

interviews, much of the discussion was ad-lib conversational in nature. The interviews 

could therefore be described as open-ended and flexible. A conversational style enabled 
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students to talk freely, share their thoughts and ideas. The researcher's supervisor 

participated in the development of the interview questions and participated in the 

interview process. 

The quality of the interviews was fairy consistent. A l l students involved in the study 

were articulate and made a strong effort to express their ideas clearly and succinctly. 

This resulted in an overall high quality of interview for the study. 

A couple of factors did however hinder the quality of the interviews. Firstly, students 

were interviewed in pairs and often talked at the same time during the interview. This 

created confusion when listening to the tapes and individual ideas were not always heard. 

Also, the presence of a dominant student in each of the research pairs was noted. One 

student dominated the conversation and often seemed to speak for the other student. 

When the less verbal individuals did speak a different view, the ideas were quick to be 

negated by the dominant ones and the quieter student often changed their minds. A 

conscious effort was therefore made during the interview process to address the less 

verbal individuals and ask for their thoughts and input. 

A n additional factor affecting the quality of interviews was distractions during the 

interview procedure. Initial interviews were scheduled during the lunch hour. This was 

found to be a noisy time of day with students in the hallways and many announcements 

over the intercom system. Subsequent interviews were thus conducted before or after 
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school however, distractions such as the intercom and fire bell still detracted from the 

fluency of the conversations and thought processes of the students and researcher. 

Review of Data for the Development of Idea Charts 

A prominent part of the study was the video data. The researcher recorded the class 

presentations, all interviews, the entire field component of the study, and the follow-up 

class. She focused on the students and what they were saying, their voices. She also 

focused on what she saw in the video. Actions and words of both students and field 

instructors gave the researcher and her supervisor insight into the learning experience. 

From the video data, a transcript of all conversation and actions was written. The coding 

system used to transcribe the data followed participants' natural sentences, breaks, pauses 

(represented by.. .) , and attempted to accurately represent the flow of verse recorded. 

The resulting document was fundamental in the development of themes to represent the 

findings of the research. The transcript, interview notes, and field notes were the data 

sources. The transcribed data were read over and the main points were summarized on to 

chart paper. The charts were grouped and divided by color according to the chronological 

events of the learning experience. Transcript exerts representing these main ideas, were 

subsequently cut, pasted, and attached to corresponding events on charts. 
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Development of Themes and Selection of Exemplar Vignettes for the Study 

By looking at the idea charts created and the corresponding transcript cut outs, trends 

emerged and themes developed. What the researcher refers to as 'exemplar vignettes' 

were chosen that represented the themes and illustrate findings in the study. Selection of 

the exemplar vignettes was based on the clarity in which the themes presented 

themselves. This thesis project contains several exemplar vignettes studied in depth for 

each theme. 

Hurdles in the Study 

As with any type of research project one encounters challenges along the way. There 

were several hurdles during the course of this research. It is significant to document 

these experiences as they did shape the study. 

Shift of Focus 

The initial interest in the study was on learners' conceptions of ecology, with a specific 

focus on the importance of organic matter such as leaf litter and the aquatic invertebrates 

found in a stream. This interest stemmed from an article found by the researcher's 

supervisor in Popular Science magazine December 1997, under the section Science & 

Technology Environment, entitled "Leaf Litter". In the article it states, "Ecologists have 

long known that leaf litter - the rain of leaves from trees overhead - is essential to the 

cycle of life in free flowing streams" (Popular Science 1997) (p. 18). Leaf litter 

maintains the food cycle in the stream and hence the production of aquatic invertebrates. 
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In the article, however, it indicated that research information exists that states the 

contrary. The researcher found this interesting, and wondered what students' conceptions 

might be about this subject. If some scientists are not making this vital connection, is this 

relationship being taught in stream ecology and would students indicate its importance? 

Hence, the initial thrust of the study. 

During initial observations at the Field Ecology Centre, it was noted that the relationship 

between terrestrial plant life and aquatic invertebrates was not a specific focus of the 

stream ecology program. These research ideas were briefly discussed with staff, but the 

researcher anticipated no program alterations. When collecting data however, the 

program presented made specific reference to this vital relationship. With this 

unexpected change of program information, the focus of the study had to be reviewed. 

Scheduling Student Interviews 

It is difficult to schedule interviews, especially on students' own time. The researcher 

chose to talk to students on their own time for a couple of reasons. Firstly, it wouldn't 

detract from any teaching or learning of biology during the A P class. Secondly, it 

showed that students were willing and active participants in the study. With students 

occasionally late, or not showing up, the researcher had to be patient and reschedule 

interviews several times. This would not have been overly problematic however, one of 

the students didn't show up to the last interview before school ended in June. With 

summer holidays starting, and closure of the school facility, the researcher had to wait 
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until the next school year in October to finish the interviewing process of the data 

collection. 

In this chapter, the design and methodology of the research has been discussed. 

Qualitative research procedures have been used to inform this study. A n interesting 

approach to the methodology was used, with the researcher being part of the 

environment, sharing in students' learning experience and listening to their thoughts, 

feeling, and ideas about stream ecology. Data was hence collected and subsequently 

analyzed. A discussion of the analysis follows. 
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Chapter 4 

R E S U L T S A N D D I S C U S S I O N 

This research attempts to provide insight into the thoughts, feelings, and experience of 

students learning about stream ecology. To do this, an interesting approach to the study 

was followed, integrating the researcher into the learning environment. B y being 

involved, observing, and hearing what participants had to say during a stream ecology 

unit, this research hopes to expand understanding and thereby guide curriculum and the 

teaching and learning of ecological ideas. 

In the analysis portion of this study, videotapes were transcribed and a hard copy of 

dialogue that took place over the course of events was documented. O f particular 

interest, were the voices of the participants. The resulting transcripts tell a story of 

thoughts, feelings, and ideas of students learning about stream ecology from the students 

themselves. Themes created include: 1) Content Knowledge/ Understanding Ideas, 

2) Student Awareness O f Their Own Learning, 3) Approaches To Learning, and 

4) Students' Ideas About The Value O f Learning Ecology. It is valuable to interpret and 

share what students had to say about their own learning. B y listening to students and 

observing the learning process, this research attempts to provide educators with more 

depth, clarity, and insight into the thoughts, feelings, and experiences of the learner and 

thus, provoke further inquiry and strive towards improved teaching of stream ecology. In 

this chapter, the results of the study wi l l be discussed by exploring the four themes above 

and sub-themes there in. Within each theme, exemplar vignettes of dialogue are shared 

to illustrate the findings of the research. 
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T H E M E 1) C O N T E N T K N O W L E D G E / U N D E R S T A N D I N G I D E A S 

A n important aspect of this study was to focus on students' idea development during the 

experience of learning stream ecology. B y doing this, the researcher was able to see 

where students were incorporating new ideas into their schemes of understanding and 

where alternate conceptions were being formed. 

When discussing the term, "learning" in the context of this research, the researcher refers 

to Ausubel's theory of meaningful learning as used by Gowin and Novak (1984). 

Contrary to rote learning, meaningful learning occurs when the learner chooses to relate 

new knowledge to existing knowledge in their cognitive structure (Gowin & Novak, 

1984). In other words, the learner takes new concepts and incorporates them into their 

current knowledge base, what they already know. As Hellden (1998) states, "the new 

knowledge interacts with the existing concepts and is assimilated to these concepts" (p.3). 

This theme wi l l concentrate on students' ideas and understandings about streams after 

their unit on stream ecology. Specifically, it wil l explore trends in students' ideas about 

streams during their learning experience and look at students' alternate conceptions 

discovered and questioned during this study. A n exemplar vignette of a literal 

interpretation of the teaching model used at the Field Ecology Centre wi l l also be shared. 
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Trends in Students' Conceptions during a Unit on Stream Ecology 

Being part of the entire learning experience and talking with students, the researcher 

gained insight into students' knowledge and understandings about stream concepts. A 

list of ideas derived from class presentations, created a preliminary knowledge base for 

this study (Table 3). Subsequent interviews with students were all based on ideas 

presented during these presentations. Charting students' initial ideas about streams and 

their ideas after a unit on stream ecology showed trends in the data. Table 4 looks at five 

concepts found to be significant in the study of stream ecology, and shows when these 

ideas were mentioned by pairs of students during their learning experience. 

Table 4: A Chronology of Five Concepts Students Mentioned during a Unit on Stream 
Ecology  
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C O N C E P T S 
M E N T I O N E D 
Dead Leaves in 
Stream Ecosystem X X X X X 
Stream Orders X X X X X X 
Diversity of 
Organisms in a 
Stream 

X X X X X X 

Canopy Effect X X X X X X 
Quality of Water 
in of a Stream X 
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There is a strong conceptual link between the concept of leaf litter and some of the 

aquatic insect life found in a stream. Aquatic invertebrates rely on organic matter in 

order to function and survive in a freshwater stream environment (Cummins, 1974). 

Table 4 shows an increase in students mentioning concepts regarding trees, leaves, and 

the diversity of organisms in a stream after the field study. It also illustrates that all 

students referred to the concept of stream orders after the field experience. These 

findings make us aware that students are thinking about and questioning new conceptions 

after a learning experience. When exposed to new ideas, students attempt to incorporate 

this new information into their knowledge base (Pines & West, 1986). B y noting new 

concepts mentioned, we can sense that these ideas are being processed and wi l l either be 

integrated or rejected into the students' knowledge bases. 

It is interesting to note that students made hardly any mention of water quality or the 

health of the stream both before and after the stream ecology experience, even though 

this was a major focus of the field day. When talking with students, they expressed much 

confusion and difficulty understanding chemical tests involved in the assessment of water 

quality. In reviewing the language used by students to interpret difficulty in theme 2, this 

single occurrence of mentioning water quality could reflect students' ability to grasp this 

concept. 

Alternate Conceptions 

Alternate frameworks or conceptions refer to beliefs students have developed to 

understand their experiences (Driver 1981, Watts 1981, Bloom 1990). "Pupils can and do 



bring alternate frameworks to explain observations which are in keeping with their 

experience and in this respect are not 'wrong'. However, we may recognize them as 

partial and limited in their scope." (Driver 1981) (p.95). In this study students' ideas 

about stream ecosystems were reviewed and interpreted. In doing so, alternate 

conceptions were found. Table 5 shows some alternate conceptions about streams used 

by the six-grade ten, advanced placement students during their experience of learning 

stream ecology. Table 6 shows a list of ideas that the researcher had difficulty 

identifying as alternate conceptions during the study. This illustrates the high level of 

thinking and discussion generated from students in this study. 

Table 5: Students' Alternate Conceptions of Stream Ecosystems 

C O N T E X T A L T E R N A T E C O N C E P T I O N 
Class Presentations 
Initial ideas 

• There are more nutrients available to organisms when stream is flowing faster 

First Interview 
Before field study 

• More plants are able to grow when the stream is slower moving. They won't 
get blown over by the water. 

• Trees help hold the stream together 
• Nutrients come from the source of the stream 
• Frozen water holds more oxygen as it expands when it freezes 

Second Interview 
After field study 

• Plants take nutrients and water away from the stream to 'feed' themselves 
• There are more trees when the stream is narrow 

Third Interview 
After field study 

• Less vegetation downstream is the reason for the stream to widen and there is 
nothing to 'hold it back' from eroding 

• There are less nutrients in a rocky stream 
• The stream studied was created by a river upstream 
• A rocky stream has more organisms than a vegetated stream 
• The canopy helps shade plants so they don't get over-exposed to the sun 
• There are less (fewer) trees downstream 
• If the trees went all the way down the river, the organisms would be constant 

throughout 
• Soil is a stabilizing force for a stream 
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Table 6: Alternate Conceptions about Streams Found Difficult to Identify by the 
Researcher 

C O N T E X T A L T E R N A T E CONCEPTION? 
During the class 
presentations 

• Nutrients go downstream 
• Dissolved oxygen helps fish "breathe" 

First Interview • Animals "respire" in water 
• Rocks help aid fish in their digestion 
• Nutrients "adhese" with water and evaporate into the air. These 

nutrients then rain back down to the earth 
Third Interview • Decomposing is breaking up or building up of unusable forms of 

nutrients 

Students used alternate conceptions or frameworks to make sense of ideas about streams. 

The exemplar vignette below takes place following the unit of study and shows some of 

the students' alternate conceptions about streams. The researcher is discussing with 

students, some of their original ideas and questions about streams. She asks Ashley and 

Alex to elaborate about a question Alex posed during a previous interview, "how can 

streams run for millions of years, keep getting recycled and their nutrients are still there, 

animals are still there until one day it just finally stops...do you have any more thoughts 

about that 9" 

R E S E A R C H E R : Okay urn... I'm going to ask you the question that you were 
talking- we were talking about the last time. And ah, you said, how can streams 
run for millions of years, keep getting recycled and their nutrients are still there, 
animals are still there until one day it just finally stops? Do you have any more 
thoughts about that? 
A S H L E Y : What did we say? Cause like.. . 
R E S E A R C H E R : It was just a question. 
A L E X : It was just like, streams can run for millions and millions of years but 
then, just a lot, like one day they, everything stops. The water stops running, the 
animals stop going there because there's nothing to do. And the stream just dies 
off (muffle). 
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A S H L E Y : Wel l , I don't...Like with the, like ah, with all the cycles, like the 
nitrogen cycle and the phosphorous cycle and all that. I don't think it would 
stop...Cause I think well urn...the nutrients would get recycled and I don't think 
there would be any reason for it to stop. 
A L E X : But streams do stop. They are, like on Mars! Why did they, they had like 
all those evidence of like millions of streams there. And why did they just all of a 
sudden just go dry up 9 

A S H L E Y : Because it became very cold. 
A L E X : Well , wouldn't that just freeze it? 
A S H L E Y : Fine (laugh). I don't know. Well I just really... 
A L E X : I think... 
R E S E A R C H E R : Well why? I mean, so you're (Ashley) saying that you think 
the streams just keep going on and on and on. But, Alex is saying well no, some 
do stop, some do stop and what- why do they stop 9 

A S H L E Y : Well , unless they evaporate I don't think they'd stop. 
A L E X : Well yah, evaporation. But, there may be competition between rivers 
too. Where there's animals like, the one river beside another river. And this one, 
because none of its nutrients are getting eaten, are just all lining up into what it 
ever empties out into. And then none of them can get recycled, because no one's 
even paying attention to it. Then maybe eventually, all its nutrients would dry up. 
A S H L E Y : So, are you saying like all its nutrients and stuff would l ike- 9 and there 
would be like no more organisms or and-left? Or are you saying like the river, or 
the stream itself would like completely disappear? 
A L E X : Well , with no more organisms left or anything, no organisms would go to 
it. No plants would go around to it, and eventually the stream would have to dry 
up. Because there's no, there's no shading. There's no, there's no anything 
keeping it alive. It's just its source. And then, the source isn't getting replenished 
with nutrients. Then it's going to eventually run out of source, and the stream is 
going to stop running. I would think it would be cool pretty cool to see a stream 
die or something like that. 
R E S E A R C H E R : What do you think about that Ashley 9 

A S H L E Y : I don't know- well, I've never thought of a stream just kind of like 
disappearing. Wel l , well, there are like, there are like droughts and stuff like that 
but um.. that's pretty extreme...urn, I never really thought about a stream just 
kind of eventually dying off (muffle). I don't know. 

Alex explores the notion of streams running for millions of years and then one day 

stopping. Ashley responds that because nutrients recycle, there would be no reason for 

this to happen. Alex connects this notion to his knowledge base or prior ideas of what he 

has learned about the planet Mars. The students then explore what happened to streams 

on Mars and we find Ashley showing a sense of confusion saying, "I don't know". She 
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rationalizes that "unless they evaporate, 1 don't think they'd stop". Alex goes on to 

introduce an idea about competition between streams. Many alternate ideas are 

presented. Alex thinks it would be "pretty cool" to see a stream die. Ashley is left 

confused saying, "urn I never really thought about a stream just kind of eventually dying 

off, I don't know". 

Each learner approaches new information in a different way to build upon or construct 

their own understanding. In this exemplar vignette, Alex is trying to make sense of how 

a stream would die. He uses alternate conceptions (for example, "no plants would go 

around it", "nutrients would dry up"), to make sense of this question. Ashley on the other 

hand, uses scientific concepts of nutrient recycling and evaporation to make sense of the 

question. However, by listening to Alex 's ideas she becomes confused and in the end, 

actually begins to question her own understanding. 

Literal Interpretation of Content Materials: A Source of Alternate Conceptions 

In the previous exemplar vignette, alternate conceptions formed by students to make 

sense of ideas about streams were explored. In Table 5, one of the alternate conceptions 

shared by students was that 'there are fewer trees downstream'. In a review of dialogue 

during the second interview with Ashley and Alex, the source of confusion presented 

itself. That being, a literal interpretation of the River Continuum Model presented at the 

Field Ecology Centre (Appendix H). The following exemplar vignette implicates content 

materials as a contributor to students' ideas about streams. The researcher asks students 

about the canopy and its affect on the stream. 
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R E S E A R C H E R : And what does that canopy- 9 How does that affect the stream 9 

A S H L E Y : Ahh. . . 
A L E X : Oh! Perry said it. There was- urn-...the leaves would fall into it- and that 
would be good for the shredders and the grazers. And then um...there would be-
probably when they die, they decompose. They ah- might fall into the river, and 
then the river would get an abundance of nutrients from the tree. And then-at the 
same token- the tree would take nutrients away from the stream. But I can't 
remember the reason they gave {field instructors) for why the canopy just 
suddenly stopped. Um- all I remember is that it- it was- There was lots of trees on 
the top (referring to the overhead model used at the Field Ecology Centre). And 
then, it got down to like two. And then it was one. And then, when you got down 
to Saskatchewan (river), there was nothing - or very little vegetation. And I can't-
can't remember the reason they gave for that. 
A S H L E Y : There was a lot of something that- that reduced the tre- the canopy. 
But I don't remember what it was. Like everything else decreased, while one of 
them increased. I don't remember which one though. 

This exemplar vignette shows students, Ashley and Alex answering the question, how 

does canopy affect a stream? Alex indicates an understanding of the concept of canopy 

effect, by communicating that leaves fall into a stream, are eaten by the aquatic 

invertebrates and this contributes to the nutrients in a stream. However, when exploring 

this idea he refers to the information presented at the Field Ecology Centre saying, "I 

can't remember the reason they gave for why the canopy just suddenly stopped 9" He 

indicates that during their field study, instructors communicated that the canopy stops as 

the stream widens into a river. He also makes reference to the teaching materials used, 

indicating that he remembers there were lots of trees at the top of the stream and less 

vegetation as the stream widened out. This is in reference to the River Continuum 

Concept diagram presented at the Field Ecology Centre. Thus, instead of considering 

that the canopy has less of an effect on the stream as it widens, Alex has taken a literal 

approach, thinking that the trees have stopped as the river widens. Furthermore, in the 
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diagram representing the general model and functioning of a stream, the trees are shown 

to be sparser as the river widens. This represents the decreased effect of canopy on a 

stream. However, Alex has taken the diagram literally. The literal interpretation of the 

information presented thus causes confusion and has contributed to an alternate 

conception about the dynamics of stream ecology. 
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T H E M E 2) S T U D E N T A W A R E N E S S OF T H E I R O W N L E A R N I N G 

What are students' views about their own learning process when it comes to learning 

about stream ecology? B y talking to students and recording what they said about their 

stream ecology ideas and experience, the researcher gained insight into students' own 

knowledge of grasping ideas. In this theme, the language used by students to describe the 

difficulty and ease of understanding conceptions during the stream ecology unit w i l l be 

discussed. Specific concepts that students considered easy and difficult to understand 

during their experience wi l l be also be covered. Portions of dialogue that share what 

students enjoyed about learning stream ecology wi l l be shown. Furthermore, this chapter 

wi l l discuss how students talked about their own learning and their views on the value of 

a field-based study. Lastly, students' feelings on what they would need to better 

understand stream ecosystems and improve their learning experience wi l l be shared. 

Exemplar vignettes are used throughout to illustrate aspects of this theme. 

The Language Students used to Talk about their Stream Ecology Experience 

During a series of discussions, students were asked what they considered easy and 

difficult to understand when learning about stream ecology. Using their own language, 

students described their ideas and perceptions used to interpret these terms (Table 7). In 

this study, it was found that students associated ease of learning with the notions such as 

common sense and logic. Students commented that it is easier to learn about everyday, 

visible things rather than about cells and more invisible things (Hellden 1998). 
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Table 7: Language Used by Students to Describe what is Easy and Difficult in the 
Context of Understanding Ideas of Stream Ecology 

Words Stated by Students when Explaining 
their E A S E in Understanding Ideas about 
Stream Ecology 

Words Stated by Students when explaining 
their D I F F I C U L T I E S in Understanding 
Ideas about Stream Ecology 

• Basic • Not clear 
• Something anyone would know • Didn't make sense 
• Common sense • Hard 
• Clear • Trouble 
• Everyday, you live in it • little cells it's hard to picture 
• Visual • Difficult 
• Made more sense • Wasn't sure 
• More organized • Wasn't clear so made a lot of 
• Logical assumptions 
• Can figure out on your own • Differing between what's in my mind 
• It just clicked fact and fiction 

• Obviously • I don't know 
• Confused 

In her thesis work, "Interpretations of Difficulty in High School Biology" (1982), Valerie 

Oldham looked at the language students use to express difficulty during a unit on cellular 

respiration. B y doing this, she gained a deeper understanding of the meaning of words 

and what they imply in the context of learning biology. She writes, "it became apparent 

that most, i f not all, students preferred to study topics which they felt were relevant to 

their everyday lives and they perceived these to be easier than other topics". "They 

expressed the view that biology is generally of greater relevance than other science 

subjects such as chemistry, physics, and math." (p.86). This same perspective is reflected 

in the following exemplar vignette in which the researcher is asking students i f their ideas 

have changed after their field experience, as to the value of learning ecology. 
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In the following sequence, students June and Rachel discuss why they enjoy learning 

ecology and why it makes more sense to them than other science subjects. 

J U N E : ... See, I think like out of biology, I'd say ecology is more a part of that. 
Although, it does like, encompass chemistry and physics too um... that's what I 
enjoy most about biology. I don't know. 
R E S E A R C H E R : Is ecology? 
J U N E : Yah, and like, just like living. Or like, I don't know, but not so much like 
cells and like that kind of stuff. 
R A C H E L : The bigger picture... 
J U N E : I 'm like, what we're doing now like, digestion and stuff. But like before, 
we did. . . what was it again? It was, yah, it was a chapter on ecology. Like, it 
seemed so much easier to understand too, just cause it's more like, you see it 
every day, you like, you live in it. Like, I don't know, you're just around it, so 
it's a lot more just common sense too. Whereas like, you're talking everything 
else, it 's... 
R A C H E L : The little cells. It's hard to picture. 
J U N E : Yah. 

June refers to ecology as easier to understand because it's visible, in "everyday l iving" 

and makes "common sense". Both June and Rachel indicate an enjoyment of learning 

about ecology and seeing the "bigger picture". The students imply that other sciences are 

more difficult to understand because they are less visual, which makes them harder to 

picture and put in a real world context. 

Concepts Students Found Easy and Difficult to Learn about in Stream Ecology 

B y understanding the language behind students' meanings for the terms easy and 

difficult, we are able to gain insight into the concepts students find easy and difficult to 

grasp during a stream ecology unit (Table 8). B y comparing the two charts, we can see 

how some of the language terms correspond with students' views as to their ability to 

grasp concepts. 
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Table 8: Concepts that Students Stated as being Easy or Difficult to Grasp 

Concepts students said they found 
E A S Y to understand 

Concepts students said they found 
DIFFICULT to understand 

• Current 
• Speed of stream 
• Trophic levels 
• Stream orders 
• Testing water quality 

• Nutrients 
• Abiotic factors and their affect on 

streams 
• Recycling of nutrients 
• How decomposers recycle nutrients in a 

stream ecosystem 
• Concepts related to chemistry and 

chemical testing of stream: pH, 
dissolved oxygen, B O D . (Biological 
Oxygen Demand) test 

The following vignette provides two students' comments on a topic they felt they had 

difficulty grasping-nutrients. Here, students were asked what they find difficult and easy 

to understand when learning about streams. 

R E S E A R C H E R : What do you find difficult in understanding streams?-1 mean 
what would you say is more difficult? 
R A C H E L : Wel l it wasn't...we didn't really do much research on this so... 
RESEARCHER: You just- you looked in the book a little bit? 
J U N E & R A C H E L : Yah, yah. 
R A C H E L : So we weren't really clear, I don't know... I wasn't clear on where 
the nutrients were coming from really. So, I just kind of made assumptions about 
that. 
J U N E : Yah, we made a lot of assumptions. 
J U N E : But that-our-it's kind of like-you see so many streams or rivers like there
like everywhere or whatever... and, they're just like there. Y o u never really think 
about what they're made up and stuff. So, I guess it was like, actually thinking 
about what was there. And like, the components of the stream.. and that-that-
was difficult more to pinpoint. Like, what it actually was, and like all of the 
components.. .like, remembering like all of it. 
R A C H E L : Yah, and their roles. 
J U N E : Yah. 
R A C H E L : Like how they reacted with each other. 
R E S E A R C H E R : And um- what would you find the most easy to understand? 
J U N E : ... U m . . . I don't know 1 guess the... 
R A C H E L : The current. 
J U N E : Yah. Like just water moving, water as a stream like.. just the basic, like 
anyone would know you know. 



Rachel states that they weren't clear on the source of nutrients in a stream. They say that 

they believe that they overcame this difficulty by making "assumptions". That is, they 

were attempting to make sense of something new by using ideas they previously held. 

June speaks of her awareness of her own learning, indicating that this was the first time 

that she thought about streams in depth and beyond something common and everyday. 

Both students agree that the meaning of current in a stream is easy to understand as they 

relate it to something "basic that anyone would know". 

Our usual way of assessing difficulty is to give students a test. By listening to students 

and understanding their language use, we can better appreciate the difficulty and ease of 

learning ecological conceptions. In the previous exemplar vignette, we see that students 

believe the concepts surrounding nutrients and the chemistry of a stream are more 

difficult to grasp. B y looking at the language used, students tell us that nutrients are not 

visible, everyday ideas that make common sense. They believe that such concepts are 

difficult because they are unable to figure them out for themselves. Students believe that 

a concept such as the current in a stream is therefore easier to understand. Students tell 

us this is because it's more visible, can be seen daily, and therefore makes more sense to 

them. According to the students, current is an easier concept to understand, because it's 

something they believe they can figure out on their own. 

It is interesting to note Fisherkeller and Hogan (1996) identify nutrient cycling as a 

difficult and complex topic for students. However, this is contrary to Moore (1971), who 

identified the balance of energy, nutrients, and cycles, to be the easiest topics for 
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students. In this study, students clearly state and express difficulty in understanding 

nutrients and nutrient cycling in streams. They say that current is an easier topic for them 

to grasp, but it is wondered to what depth their real understanding goes, beyond the visual 

aspect of which they spoke. 

Student Enjoyment of Learning Stream Ecology 

Through conversation, during the stream ecology unit, students shared what they enjoyed 

about their learning experience. In their work entitled, "Terms of engagement: learners 

and school science," Alsop and Watts (2000) discuss the meaning of engaging students in 

science learning. In their paper, they make the following point: 

... when they are engaged, learners become bound into their learning through a 
range of means so that their attention is held fast and their faculties are employed 
fully and busily in the activity of learning. A learner engaged with a particular 
topic is someone who is seen to be interested and actively thinking about what is 
involved, connected to and immersed in a particular set of issues for a significant 
period of time. During that time, the subject matter is thought to be interesting, 
stimulating and even entertaining, (p.2) 

The following two exemplar vignettes show students sharing what they found fun, 

engaging, or interesting about studying streams. In the first vignette, the researcher asks 

students, June and Rachel what they found most fun when studying streams? 

R E S E A R C H E R : Urn- what did you find the most fun? (About learning stream 
ecology?) 
R A C H E L : U m - looking at the bugs. 
J U N E : Yah that was neat- in the microscope. 
R E S E A R C H E R : Yah that's always neat cause-
J U N E . Cause it was kind of neat- cause like- after we got it all, you know-
(muffle: in the tank?). And then we came back, and we actually got to see... 
Cause- like- you didn't think you know- that you would have that much stuff in it 
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you know- that many organisms! And like, some of the things that- like- you 
don't even think they are anything- and then you look under the microscope. 
R A C H E L : Yah. 
J U N E : And you realize that's- it's like a living organism! So that was kind of 
neat I thought. 

This exemplar shows students spontaneous discovery during their learning experience. 

June and Rachel share that they found looking at the bugs in the microscope fun to do 

when learning about streams. June made particular note of the organisms under the 

microscope because they didn't see anything when they were collecting their sample. 

But when they got back into the lab, they realized how "much stuff was collected and 

that the aquatic invertebrates were alive! 

The following exemplar vignette shares Ashley's comments on what she considered 

interesting in her experience of learning about stream ecology. 

A S H L E Y : Oh, I also thought it was really neat cause- um- my favorite part was 
when we collected all the organisms. We did like- what are those called?- things 
called? the square things with the net on them? 
R E S E A R C H E R : Kind of like a dip net9 

A S H L E Y : Yah. And ah- like- when- cause- I was in charge of um- disturbing 
them (demonstrates disturbing the soil with hands). And um-1 didn't really see 
anything, except for like clouds of dust stuff. And then, when we um- when we 
emptied them out. Like we saw lots of like- interesting organisms! Like there 
was like this big worm, and it was just pretty weird. But I thought they were cool, 
and they were neat to um- observe. 

In this exemplar, Ashley shows her excitement about doing the task of collecting 

organisms in the stream, and her surprise in finding all the microorganisms she collected. 

B y moving her hands to show how she disturbed the soil, Ashley shows a genuine 

enthusiasm about the hands-on task she did at the Field Ecology Centre. She appears to 
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exude a sense of pride in her part of the fieldwork saying, "I was in charge of urn-

disturbing them". Her enjoyment of the task is apparent when she talks of the 

"interesting organisms", a worm being "pretty weird", and using the words, "cool" and 

"neat" to describe what she observed. 

Students' Views about their Understandings of Stream Ecology 

What do students' say about their understandings of stream ecology after the unit 

studied? In the following sub-theme, five exemplar vignettes are used to illustrate 

students' views of their learning about streams. The first exemplar vignette illustrates 

students' unawareness of learning. The second exemplifies students' awareness of their 

lack of understanding. The third and fourth exemplars show students' surprise in their 

discoveries about streams. The fifth exemplar vignette illustrates one student's insight 

into his own understanding. 

Students' Unawareness of their own Learning: 'It Just Clicked' 

The following exemplar vignette is from the third interview with students Perry and Jack. 

The researcher asks students i f their ideas have changed after the field experience? 

R E S E A R C H E R : So you, you still have the initial ideas? Y o u just didn't mention 
them in the second- (interview)? 
J A C K : Yah. Well , I thought it was already done, said and done. 
P E R R Y : Yah. It's assumed. 
R E S E A R C H E R : And, and do you think-? 
P E R R Y : What I was saying is that, like- We, when she, when she was talking to 
us, you know, she was like blah blah... Y o u know, how further up the stream 
when there's more trees closer in, there's more of these things that eat the fallen 
leaves. So I don't know, it wasn't- we weren't- We didn't really learn anything, it 
just like clicked... Cause i f som. ..It was like, it just never seemed to make sense 
before.. that i f something survived by the leaves falling into the lake. Like we, 
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we didn't think about of how the leaves might influence it by-, when they fall off 
and fall into the stream. 
R E S E A R C H E R : So you, you guys didn't think about that before? 
P E R R Y : No. 
R E S E A R C H E R : But when she said it, it made sense. It was like oh of course! It 
just clicked. 

Perry and Jack believe that their ideas haven't changed after their field experience. When 

discussing the influence of leaves in a stream ecosystem, Perry says that "they didn't 

really learn anything, it just clicked". He indicates that this new concept was just 

something they didn't think about before, something that didn't make sense which now, 

based on this experience makes sense. Perry is clearly sharing an understanding of new 

ideas after the field experience. Although he does not count it or value it as learning, he 

appears to be taking new concepts and integrating them into his knowledge base. 

According to Gowin and Novak (1984), "Educative value is experienced when we 

recognize that we have grasped a new meaning and feel the emotion that accompanies 

this realization. This educative regularity, called felt significance, is experienced by the 

learner to a greater or lesser extent depending on the profundity of the new concept or 

propositional relationships grasped and their impact on his or her perceptions of related 

concept meanings (p. 17,19). Thus, Perry may have associated the relationship of trees in 

a stream ecosystem with little felt significance and therefore didn't have a sense of 

learning. 
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Students' Awareness of their Lack of Understanding 

Through observations and overheard discussions, the researcher gained insight and 

impressions into student learning of stream ecology. The following exemplar vignette 

comes from observing and listening to a group of students working on their follow-up 

assignment, the day after the field trip. In their field groups, students have the task of 

completing their data sheets and displaying the information on chart paper. 

• Ashley starts to write down water quality and dissolved oxygen data on chart paper. 
• June says to the others in the group: "we don't even like understand what it means 

though". 
• Rachel replies, " well who cares just write it anyways". 

Students are aware they don't understand the meaning of the calculated data about the 

stream studied. When students encounter ideas that are too difficult to grasp, they often 

wi l l not even try to make sense of them (Oldham, 1982). In her work on difficulty 

Oldham (1982) writes, "the notion of sense-making was frequently used to describe 

encounters with difficulty in the context of the biology classroom. When students were 

confused and the material unclear, they spoke of it as making no sense to them" (p.94). 

In this exemplar vignette, June shows concern in writing down information they don't 

understand. Rachel responds that she doesn't "care" and to "write it anyway". Students 

indicated difficulty understanding the chemistry of streams. The data, to which June 

refers, was derived from chemical tests completed at the Field Ecology Centre. The 

interpretation thus, is that students gave up on understanding and integrating this data 

within a stream context, because it was seen as being too hard. "The task to be attempted 

must lie within the realm of possibility" (Oldham, 1982) (p. 101). A degree of difficulty 

is required for learning to occur (Oldham, 1982). However, in this example, the 
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challenge may have been too great for students to incorporate the data into their 

knowledge bases. Therefore, understanding the relevance of water quality in terms of a 

stream ecosystem was lost. The follow-up assignment represented the end of the unit. 

The assignment sheets were handed in but no further follow-up on the sheets took place. 

Thus, the students never understood and integrated the data on water quality and 

dissolved oxygen in a stream. 

Students' Surprise in Learning 

Student awareness of their own learning also emerged from spontaneous comments 

students made during conversations with the researcher. Students often expressed their 

surprise in realizing that their original ideas differed from what they discovered during 

the field experience. One group showed further awareness, indicating that stream 

ecology was more complicated than they had originally thought. They became aware that 

there was more to find out about the subject than they had first realized. In the following 

exemplar vignette, the students were asked, "how did your experience out at the field 

station affect your ideas about fresh water streams9" Alex and Ashley discuss some of 

their thoughts about how their stream site differed from other groups' site during the field 

experience. 

A L E X : I was surprised how shallow the stream was. I thought it would be a little 
deeper. Like, I didn't think the stream like, both the streams.. .we even looked at 
the other one and, it was pretty shallow too, so I, I thought... 
A S H L E Y : There weren't as many organisms in it were there? (Asking Alex) 
A L E X : Yah we.. no not as many, not nearly as many plus... 
A S H L E Y : We had a deeper stream. 
A L E X : Mmhumm. 
R E S E A R C H E R : There were more? Sorry, there were more in your stream than 
in the other or? 
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A L E X : Yah. 
A S H L E Y : Yah. 
R E S E A R C H E R : And why was that? 
A S H L E Y : We l l . . . 
A L E X : I think cause ours was... 
A S H L E Y : Ours was deeper. 
A L E X : Ours was deeper, and it represents a healthy functioning one. Maybe, 
that wasn't a completely healthy functioning stream? (Referring to other more 
vegetative site) 
R E S E A R C H E R : Why not? 
A L E X : Wel l I... The, the the golf balls were coming up. And, it's just a lot of 
civilization that's already tampered with it. So, maybe ours was like 100% 
healthy, no pollution no nothing affecting it. So maybe life would want to go 
there because this is where the ideal water is. 
A S H L E Y : The water was flowing slowly too in ours, than in the other one. 
Since the other one was a little smaller, it was running fast and it was shallow 
A L E X : And there's more vegetation growing on the side. That's how I've 
always envisioned it. 
R E S E A R C H E R : O f yours or the other9 

A L E X : U m . . .The oth-, the other stream that the other groups did was, it was 
pretty like heavily vegetated. But the one that we drew, I thought this was all, 
like besides the stream, that almost all of them, like I could never-1 didn't 
envision like it having a rocky side.. .totally rocky no plant life. Because, I never 
really considered that shadow, shadowing effect. 
R E S E A R C H E R : Mmhum. 
A S H L E Y : The other stream had more vegetation though I thought. Ours had 
more rocks? (asking Alex) 
A L E X : Ours had lots of rocks and no vegetation. So, there was no like 
shadowing effect or anything, or canopy effect. That's it. 
R E S E A R C H E R : But yours had more... 
A L E X : The picture, (referring to the picture they presented as their initial 
concept of a stream) has lots of vegetation. Because, that's how like I always 
thought that's how a stream was. But, 1 was really surprised to learn that it was 
just all rocks, and there was still all the essential minerals and vitamins and 
nutrients, and it was still pretty healthy. 

In this exemplar vignette, Alex expresses surprise at realizing the streams observed and 

studied at the field site were different than his original concept of a stream. He says the 

streams were shallower than he imagined them to be. The students engage one other in a 

conversation about how the two study sites differed, one being vegetated and the other 

rocky. Both Alex and Ashley talk of their stream (the rocky one), being deeper, having 
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more organisms, and being healthier (less pollution and civilization) than the other stream 

studied. Alex states that he never considered the concept of "shadowing or canopy 

effect" even though it did not affect the stream they studied. He mentions his surprise in 

learning that a rocky stream could exist and be healthy. He realizes that this was contrary 

to his initial conception of a stream. It should be noted that the researcher and her 

supervisor noted the difference between the two field study sites. This might have 

otherwise gone unnoted by the students. 

Students' surprise as a factor in the awareness of their own learning is further shown in 

the exemplar vignette below. In it, students June and Rachel comment on their 

realization that a body of water is more than just water. 

J U N E : Like, you don't realize when you're in- when you're in a river- like, just 
doing whatever- urn- like all the organisms and stuff that are actually in there. 
Like- and so you're just thinking- you know water- But yah, there's so much life 
in there and stuff! 
R E S E A R C H E R : So that was new to you guys? Y o u didn't realize how much 
stuff-? 
J U N E : Well you'd- you'd think there's some...but I mean-
R A C H E L : Yah, there was so much! 
J U N E : Yah, yah! 

June and Rachel show surprise in finding so many organisms in a stream environment. 

June indicates that she was aware of some life, but not to the extent they found. B y 

saying, "yah, there was so much!" students show their spontaneous discovery, clearly 

indicating their realization of a new awareness about the greater diversity of organisms in 

a stream ecosystem than was previously held. 
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An Exemplar Vignette of one Student's Insight into their own Understanding 

Some students in the study, showed great insight into their own understanding of ideas. 

Table 9 shows students, Ashley and Alex ' s ideas about streams before and after the unit 

of study. In the following exemplar of this theme, Alex talks about his ideas after the 

stream study. 

A L E X : Wel l , I think my ideas of like- a healthy stream, have certainly expanded-
to like- from my initial one. But this is just a basic overview of what I've always 
held- for like a healthy stream to be- with a couple of minor changes. But I don't-
the more I learn, the more I 'm going to have an opinion about it. But right now, 
this- this seems to be an acceptable opinion for me, because it seems logical to 
me. What- every answer that we keep on getting- or every question seems like it 
should be asked. Or that- that seems like a pretty fair answer to a certain 
question. So, until I've like learned that- that it's wrong, just dead wrong, I ' l l be 
thinking that. Like, I think-1 should-1 will hold this as an opinion. 

Table 9: Alex and Ashley's Ideas about Streams before and after the Unit of Study 

Pre-field trip Ideas Post-field trip Ideas 

Nutrients: 
• From source, rocks—>calcium 
• Ice increases 02 content because frozen, 

expands when freezes 
• Mud 
• Less accessible nutrients in narrow fast 

stream 
• Rain recycles nutrients 

• More rocks, less vegetation 
• Increase vegetation, increase nutrients, increase life 

close to stream 
• Nutrients absorbed by plant roots... goes back to the 

land 
• Nutrients recycle when plants die, consumers 

decompose and it goes into soil 
• Other stream...new nutrients introduced for organisms 

to survive 
• Plants take nutrients and water away from stream 

Vegetation: 
• Hold soil roots 
• For consumers 
• Close to stream because constant water 

supply 

• Canopy effect 
• Rocky stream had too much sun exposure for plants or 

perhaps they were gone, eaten vegetation and couldn't 
reproduce fast enough 

Soil: 
• Hiding spot for insects 
• Food source 
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Organisms: 
• Eaten (food source) 
• Decomposers 

• Increase diversity of organisms in rocky stream 
• wider stream more life, organisms 
• increase vegetation, more bacteria 
• less erosion at other stream 
• shredders... 

Difficulty: 
• how everything gets recycled and how it 

continues for years 
• decomposers 

Easy: 

• how abiotic factors affect or damage stream? 
• B O D . 
• Model, tests 

• Speed of stream, water quality 

In this exemplar vignette, Alex states that his ideas have expanded from his initial ones 

after the stream ecology experience. However, he says that he is basically left with his 

original views with only some "minor changes". B y saying, "the more I learn, the more 

I 'm going to have an opinion about it", Alex shows an awareness that with increased 

learning about a subject, increasing knowledge and understanding of nonspontaneous 

ideas occurs. Thus, an opinion, or more conclusive ideas can form. In his work entitled, 

'Conceptual Change or Contextual Flexibility The Myth of Restructuring and Replacing 

Conceptions', Bloom (1992) writes that one, ".. .intentional world is not replaced by 

another. Rather, one's allegiance can change, but the previous context (or conception) 

does not disappear", (p. 12). Alex describes his current understanding of streams as being 

"acceptable" and "logical". He says this is because questions that were asked should 

have been asked, and answers seemed "pretty fair". He indicates that he wil l keep this 

understanding or opinion unless his ideas are proved wrong. 

Students' Views of a Field-Based Study 

What did students think about the value of being out in the field studying streams? 

Students were asked whether they would have found out the same ideas about streams 
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without having gone to the Field Ecology Centre. The following exemplar vignette 

illustrates how students, June and Rachel responded. 

R E S E A R C H E R : If you- i f you hadn't of gone out to the field station, do you 
think you would have been able to find out some of those things- like about the 
insects and about the stream? Or just- do you think-? Where do you think you 
might of come across that? Or-
JTJNE: Probably we wouldn't. 
R A C H E L : Yah, I probably wouldn't of taken the initiative to go myself and like 
search that out. But-
JLTNE: But- like some of the stuff- just looking at the stream, like you can't know 
it unless you do it. Like testing the oxygen content. Like, you can read that in a 
book, but I mean- it's going to be different too-
R A C H E L : For each-
J U N E : So, to just actually do it, like-that totally helped. Yah. 

B y questioning students i f they would have been able to find out the same information 

without going to the Field Ecology Center, the researcher prompts June and Rachel to 

look at the benefits of a field study. June and Rachel answer that they probably wouldn't 

have found out the same information without going on the field trip and wouldn't have 

taken the initiative to go out on their own. What is interesting to note, is that June and 

Rachel are aware that they could have read books to find out the same information. 

However, they comment that exploring beyond just looking at a stream, and actually 

doing tests, was a "different" way of learning "that totally helped". 

Students also valued a field base study to confirm ideas and assumptions. This is shown 

in the following exemplar vignette where the researcher asks students Jack and Perry how 

the field experience affected their ideas about freshwater streams? 
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R E S E A R C H E R : Okay. So ah, what I want to talk about today is how the field 
experience may have changed some of your ideas that you had about 
streams. ..urn- or, how did the experience out there affect your ideas about 
freshwater streams? 
J A C K : U m . . . helped us. Confirmed a lot of the stuff that we first assumed. 
R E S E A R C H E R : Like what? 
P E R R Y : Well , the dissolved oxygen and stuff. 
J A C K : Yah. 
R E S E A R C H E R : Okay. 
J A C K : -The nutrients in the ground or in the water. 
R E S E A R C H E R : What did it confirm? 
P E R R Y : We were wrong about just the phosphorous and nitrogen stuff.. .because 
we thought that there would be at least a bit in there but it turned out that there 
was like nothing. 

Jack and Perry indicate that their stream ecology field study confirmed their ideas and 

assumptions about the dissolved oxygen and nutrients in streams. Hence confirmation of 

ideas contributed to the value of the field study component of the stream ecology unit. 

Students' Views on Ways to Improve the Learning Experience 

Students talked openly and honestly about what they believed created obstacles in their 

learning experience, and what could have enhanced their knowledge of stream 

ecosystems. Students identified lack of time and curricular constraints, as creating 

difficulty in grasping ideas during their stream ecology unit. They also said they needed 

some basic knowledge in order to understand concepts such as nutrients. As well, to 

increase understanding about stream ecology, students said they would have liked more 

detail and explanation, follow-up (such as a test), and sense of purpose in their learning 

experience. They indicated that they would have liked to compare data with other 

students at another field site. They also expressed difficulty understanding how chemical 

tests affected the stream environment and indicated a desire to integrate ideas into the 

context of a stream. The following four exemplar vignettes illustrate these views. 



Student Ideas for Improving Learning Experiences during the Unit 

In this sequence, the researcher asked the students how their learning experience could be 

improved to increase their understandings about streams. In the following exemplar 

vignette, June and Rachel discuss factors they consider to have created confusion during 

their learning experience. In this exemplar, students view increased time, follow-up, 

application of information and a review of basic knowledge as being necessary to 

improve their learning experience. 

R E S E A R C H E R : So, I 'm just talking about the- I'm just talking about the stream 
ecology. H o w could- how could it be better for you? So that now after the fact, 
after it's all over.. .you can say to me, oh yah, these are the nutrients and this is 
how a stream works, and feel really confident about it. How could that happen? 
J U N E : Okay can I go 9 (AskingRachel) 
R A C H E L : Yah. 
J U N E : First, learn like basics of everything. Like, these are the nutrients like, in 
the world like, in general like, um blah blah blah. Learn just like basics of stuff. 
Make us think about it like, you did or whatever, our initial thoughts. Do some 
kind of field study like that. But follow-up on it like, actually learn more about it. 
Like, it was so rushed and so quick that like, we couldn't learn that much you 
know. Where as like, it had potential to like find so much out from it. But 
because we didn't do anything with it, we didn't learn that much from it. So like, 
and then, after all like, put it all together with like, actual information about 
streams too, l ike. . . 

R A C H E L : Like apply your knowledge of everything else to, like the nutrients to 
the stream. And see how everything works as a stream. 
J U N E : But see.. that's what we were supposed to do you know. But also with 
like instruction of like. . . 
R A C H E L : Someone who knows about it. 
J U N E : Yah. Cause we.. .(laugh) we're telling you, but we have no idea. 
R A C H E L : Yah. 
R E S E A R C H E R : Yah but that's, that's good. I would say my.. .that was one of 
my big observations is that because there was no follow-up to the activity, 
everyone was left with you know well, with all these questions. Wel l we don't 
know, we don't know... 
J U N E : But see that's I think, that's what it's always like with any like field trip. 
R E S E A R C H E R : But see... 
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J U N E : In school because, they're like oh well, we waste the day. We better do 
that like, we can't do anything with it now and, like, I know there's like a rush to 
like finish their course or whatever. 
R E S E A R C H E R : Curriculum yah 9 

J U N E : But ah.. .like it, I don't know i f there was more follow-up.. .Yah, we 
would understand like, we would be able to apply what we did. 
R A C H E L : Maybe we would grasp it better. 
R E S E A R C H E R : Maybe it would of wrapped some of the confusion for people? 
J U N E : Yah. 
R A C H E L : Yah. 
R E S E A R C H E R : And then you, you would come out and you know, maybe 
you'd remember more? 
J U N E : Yah. 
R E S E A R C H E R : And be able to... like now, I say what's a stream, what's this 7 

And you're trying to remember, what did we say you know. Instead of saying, oh 
well 1 understand that idea, and just.. .you can talk about it, because you 
understand the fundamental ideas. 
J U N E : Mmmhum. See that's the thing. Like the instruction even that the ladies 
there or whatever gave us at the field station. It was quick and it was brief 
because they wanted to like give us this information quickly, so that we could go 
do the lab or whatever. Go out there and like then get the data... So like that was 
a, like rushed (muffle). Like we didn't even have time to like understand it 
barely. And then like, because there wasn't a test on it, there wasn't no nothing 
on it afterwards... 
R A C H E L : There was no reason to follow... 
J U N E : Yah. We put those we put those sheets, i f we even kept them, like in our 
notebook. And, we never looked at them again you know. 
R E S E A R C H E R : Mmmhum. 
J U N E : So what we didn't catch... 
R E S E A R C H E R : So you're kind of left on a...? 
J U N E : Yah. And what we didn't like catch from them saying right then... What 
we didn't pick up on or whatever, we never got. Because we never looked at it 
again you know. 
R E S E A R C H E R : So now you're left with your basically with your original ideas? 
Some of the ideas that I gave you outright? 
J U N E : Yah. 
R E S E A R C H E R : And your kind of left to make sense of it for yourself? 
J U N E : Yah. But yah, a wrap up, something to like tie it all together. I don't 
know. 
R E S E A R C H E R : That's good. Okay thanks. 

June and Rachel indicate learning basic knowledge about a concept such as nutrients, is 

an important factor in understanding streams. This is supported by other conversations 
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with these students, when they told the researcher they didn't know what the definition of 

a nutrient was. In this exemplar vignette, June and Rachel indicate that students should 

be made to think about ideas, their initial thoughts prior to instruction. Also, they believe 

that the field study was beneficial to their learning experience. They tell us they felt the 

instruction portion of the field trip was rushed. The experience for them was considered 

too "rushed, quick, b r i e f and they didn't have "time to understand". The amount of time 

to understand the subject matter is often related to students' ideas of difficulty (Oldham, 

1982). Greater follow-up, according to these two students would enhance their learning 

of stream ecology. They realized there was potential to learn so much, but they didn't do 

anything with the information afterwards. Therefore, they say they didn't believe they 

learn as much as they could have. According to these students, greater follow-up to their 

field experience would have enabled them to put together ideas, and would have allowed 

them to "apply their knowledge". It is interesting to note that June and Rachel 

commented on having similar experiences with other field trips, indicating there wasn't 

time to further explore ideas due to teachers' curricular restraints. Without the incentive 

of a test, these students felt there was no reason to follow-up on ideas learned in their 

stream ecology experience. This indicates students' conditioning to traditional follow-up 

teaching methods. 

The Need for a Sense of Purpose when Learning 

Students' need for a context or purpose for learning is illustrated in the following 

exemplar vignette. The researcher asks Jack and Perry what they find difficult to 

understand when learning about streams. 
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R E S E A R C H E R : Okay um... what did you find the most difficult to understand i f 
anything? 
J A C K : Umm. . . 
P E R R Y : Like I don't know. I didn't really get what she (the field instructor) was 
talking about with the, the.. .you know what I mean Jack-
J A C K : No, 1 don't know what you mean. 
P E R R Y : B O D . B O D 
J A C K : Oh, the B O D . Something oxygen dissolved, something weird.. . 
P E R R Y : Like, it had to do with the oxygen consumed right 9 

J A C K : Yah. 
P E R R Y : Right 7 (asking the researcher) 
R E S E A R C H E R : Mmhum 
P E R R Y : Well okay, I didn't really get that. 
R E S E A R C H E R : When we were... 7 

P E R R Y : Like, 1 didn't really get what the point of it was. I didn't really get what 
she (the field instructor) was trying to achieve by finding this. Like, because I 
know what it shows. It shows that the more organisms there are, the more it 
um.. heat right, where the oxygen is consumed? But I don't know, this is really 
confusing. 
R E S E A R C H E R : (asking J A C K ) Did you have trouble with the same thing, or not 
really? 
J A C K : Yah, about the same thing. 

According to Aslop and Watts (2000), "to be engaging, the science to be understood must 

be: i) cognitively appealing and intellectually challenging; ii) emotionally appealing and 

acceptable; and iii) personally and socially relevant and useful, at least in providing some 

explanation and understanding" (p.5). This exemplar vignette shows Perry's desire for 

purpose and relevance when learning In this example, students identify the B . O . D . 

(Biological Oxygen Demand) test as being difficult to understand during the final lab 

component of the field experience. O f particular interest, is that Perry expresses a desire 

to know the teacher's purpose in telling them about the B .O .D. experiment. He is aware 

that he grasps some of the ideas, but there is still some confusion. He doesn't grasp what 

the teacher was trying to achieve, the purpose of telling them about the B .O .D. 

laboratory. According to Oldham (1982 ), such findings point to a relationship between 
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difficulty and interest in a topic. In other words, topics that are uninteresting and without 

purpose (such as the B O D . lab) may be considered by students to be more difficult. 

Aslop and Watts (2000) write, "too often school science is abstract and distanced from 

everyday occurrences and results, too often, in disengagement." (p. 13) 

Students Consider Comparison of Data a Valuable Part of the Learning 
Experience 

While talking about their learning experience, students shared ideas to improve their 

understanding about streams; they would like to know more about the nutrients and to 

compare differences in data with the other field site. The following exemplar vignette 

illustrates these ideas. In it, the researcher asks June and Rachel i f they still have 

questions about streams. 

R E S E A R C H E R : Um, is there anything that you still want to know more about? 
Or do you think that the experience out there- you kind of have a really good 
understanding of-? 
J U N E : I'd say ah- still- like yah- like just when you asked about the differences 
of the nutrients, and how it would affect it between the two streams? I mean, we 
still don't really know that. 
R A C H E L : So we're just kind of guessing there, and using what we know. So 
maybe, i f we could just study that more in detail... Like look at the difference of 
organisms- like maybe, I don't know- like take a sample and count how many are 
in each? 
J U N E : Like compare the different ones. Cause we- just i f we did one on each 
stream, each group did- then you could understand more. But like, we didn't even 
get to see their data. 

In this exemplar vignette, June and Rachel express a desire to compare data with students 

from the second field study site. They indicate that they still wish to know about "the 

differences of the nutrients" and "difference of organisms" between the two streams 
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sampled. They infer that to improve their understandings about streams, they would like 

to compare data from different sites. B y saying, "we didn't even get to see their data", 

the researcher sensed a feeling of incompleteness and desire for a further, more complete 

understanding of stream ecology. 

Students Express a Desire for Application of Knowledge 

Students' desire to integrate ideas into the greater context of a stream ecosystem is 

illustrated in the following exemplar. In this exemplar, Ashley talks about what she 

found difficult to understand during the stream ecology study, and how she would have 

valued an application of the ideas she was learning about. 

A S H L E Y : What I found um- kind of difficult to understand was... Wel l , we did a 
lot of tests and like- stuff like pH, and stuff like that- 0 2 concentration- and, I 
couldn't understand that. Because, like- like with the pH- obviously the acidic 
level is going to affect- you know the organisms and stuff like that. But there 
were other tests. Like, I didn't know how they really affected the stream. 

In this exemplar vignette, Ashley communicates that she had difficulty understanding the 

greater meaning of the chemical tests, relating this information back into a stream 

environment. B y saying, "I didn't know how they really affected the stream", she 

indicates that she wasn't able to connect the ideas or results from the chemical tests done 

at the Field Ecology Centre, and apply them to the stream ecosystem. 
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T H E M E 3) A P P R O A C H E S TO L E A R N I N G 

The previous two themes revealed students' understandings of stream ecology and their 

awareness of their own learning. In the third theme of this work, the following questions 

wil l be explored, 'what approaches are students using to explore ideas to make sense of 

their learning experience about streams?' and 'how are these approaches facilitated 9 ' . 

In their quest for knowledge, students use a variety of approaches towards learning. By 

looking at dialogue of student learning, we are able to gain insight into how students are 

approaching information and the complexity of this process. The following exemplar 

vignette is an example of the many ways learners approach understanding. Jack and 

Perry have just finished presenting their model of a healthy functioning fresh water 

stream to the rest of the class. June questions Jack and Perry about their presentation 

regarding what fish eat in a stream environment. 

J U N E : Okay I was just wondering, do fish eat plants or do they eat bugs? Like I 
don't know. 
J A C K : Some fish do eat- do eat plants. 
P E R R Y : These fish eat plants, (pointing to fish in their stream model) 
J U N E : No but- do they really 9 Or, are you just-um.. guessing? 
P E R R Y : I think so. 
J A C K : Yah, some fish do eat plants and the algae. 
J U N E : So you think..? 
P E R R Y : Remember June, this isn't a research project. 
J U N E : Okay no- I'm just wondering- I'm wondering i f you know for sure? 
J A C K : We know for sure, yes. 
P E R R Y : Mmmm. . . Jack knows for sure. 
J A C K : I know for sure. 
P E R R Y : I 'm going to play it safe. 
R E S E A R C H E R : And what- what do they eat9 I'm a little confused. 
J A C K : The fish? 
R E S E A R C H E R : Yah. 
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J A C K : U m . . . Some fish do eat plants, and other fish... do eat plants and algae in 
the water. And, some fish just eat algae. 
P E R R Y : What other f ish 9 

J U N E : What about insects? 
P E R R Y : What about other fish? 
J A C K : They're dead, and floating around in the water. 
P E R R Y : Insects9 No, Jack. 
J A C K : I don't know. 
P E R R Y : They probably also eat um...{muffle) 
P E R K Y : U m . . . They would probably also eat bugs. Like as you can see, we tried 
to keep it simple- simple because, in that much time- and our small minds can't 
handle that. 
R E S E A R C H E R : Would like- are what you trying to say June is that, are there 
bugs in this? 
J U N E : Well yah. Like, I don't know-1 always thought... 
P E R R Y : Yes June, there are bugs. 
J U N E : Okay. 
R E S E A R C H E R : What are the role of those bugs then? 
P E R R Y : U m . . . well, they'd be about somewhere in between here. {Pointing to 
the area in-between the plants and the fish) They'd be like.. There are 
photosynthetic bacteria as well as just bacteria that eat plants. So, they would fit 
probably somewhere in here. {Pointing to the area in-between the plants and the 
fish) 
J U N E : No but- what about... (Laugh) I'm not trying- okay. Like you go fishing, 
fly-fishing. Y o u use flies- don't they...? The bugs in the air that land on the 
water have an impact? 
P E R R Y : Yes some fish eat bugs. 
J U N E : Okay. 
P E R R Y : Some fish however, eat plants. Are there anymore questions? 
T E A C H E R : Yes, Paul had one 
P A U L : Wel l that was my question. If they only eat dead bugs, then fly-fishing 
would be impossible. 
P E R R Y : Well that's just according to Jack, {muffle) 
R E S E A R C H E R : Are the- are the bugs only-? Do they only land on the water 9 

P E R R Y : Oh no. They're l ike. . . I think when we're saying bugs, we're talking 
about like, anything smaller than a fish. So like, we're talking about all the 
bacteria and the- there are- there are little tiny insects that swim in the water. 
Like water fleas and stuff. 
R E S E A R C H E R : But would it be... ? 
P E R R Y : And plankton- and plankton. 
R E S E A R C H E R : And what- what did- what do you think they might eat? 
P E R R Y : Ah...they would probably eat the plants. But also, there's the 
photoplankton and ther-.. they procure their own food by photosynthesis. That's 
right. 
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There are many approaches present in this discussion: questioning, use of logic, 

connection of new ideas to previous understanding, challenging knowledge, questioning 

sources. This exemplar shows how students attempt to engage in a conversation 

regarding the validity of knowledge claims. The students are searching for "real" 

scientific information, not just speculation. 

Students question one another in an approach to gain understanding. In the vignette 

above, June questions Jack and Perry whether fish eat plants or bugs in a stream 

ecosystem. B y asking, "do they really? Or are you just guessing?" and, "I 'm wondering 

i f you know for sure?" June expresses a genuine interest in wanting to know, and she 

wants more than just speculation. Jack answers the question by saying that fish eat both 

plants and algae. Perry hesitates to support Jack's assertion and indicates that he does not 

know for sure what the fish eat. 

Students challenge knowledge by probing further into the depth and scope of the 

questions and ideas discussed. For example, June probes further in search of what fish 

eat by asking Jack and Perry, "What about insects?" Jack answers that insects are "dead 

and floating around in the water". Perry answers that fish would probably eat insects 

Students use logic to reason out ideas. This is evident when Jack and Perry are asked 

what roles do bugs play in a stream? They reply by fitting bugs into their stream model 

Perry indicates that the bugs would come between the plants or producers and the 

consumers, or fish in a stream ecosystem. 
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Another approach to learning used by students is making connections. In accordance 

with a constructivist view of learning, students come into a learning situation with 

previous ideas and experiences about the world. This prior knowledge interacts with new 

information gathered, and thus affects learning. Students therefore use their prior 

knowledge to make sense or meaning of new ideas and experiences. In exploring ideas, 

students attempt to connect new information with what they already know. When 

connections are assimilated from new ideas to one's experience base, meaningful 

learning occurs (Hellden 1998). 

In the exemplar vignette, June is trying to connect her ideas about what fish eat to her 

prior knowledge and experience with fly-fishing. With expressing, "I always thought-", 

and questioning her ideas and experience about fly-fishing, June shows her desire for 

confirmation of ideas to build on her knowledge of streams. Another student, Paul, also 

uses logic to build on the notion of bugs in a stream ecosystem. He disputes Jack's idea 

about dead bugs, by saying that with dead bugs, fly-fishing would be impossible. By 

using different approaches to learning, students expand their knowledge about streams by 

establishing that both plants and aquatic insects play a role in a stream environment. 

An Interactive Environment: Facilitating Approaches to Learning 

In the previous exemplar vignette, we saw a variety of approaches used by students to 

make sense of information. It is therefore suggested that an interactive environment 

facilitated students' learning approaches. This corresponds with a social constructivist 

view of learning. Through interaction, students were able to question, challenge ideas, 



make connections to their knowledge base and use logic to reason ideas gathered. Hence, 

student interaction could be considered a valuable part of the learning process. 

There is much we can learn by looking at the ways students interact and learn from each 

other. The following exemplar vignette shows further the value of student interaction at 

the Field Ecology Centre while students are identifying and counting their invertebrate 

samples. Perry asks students, June and Rachel about the insects in their sample. 

P E R R Y : Have you got one of those spastic ones June? What kind of worm do 
you have? Do you have one of those little spazy ones? (asking Rachel, from 
June's field study group in the class) 
R A C H E L : Yes, he's spazy! 
P E R R Y : He's like this big- (showing with hands) and just spazzing all over the 
place! 
R A C H E L & J U N E : Yah, yah! 
J U N E : Have you looked in the microscope? 
P E R R Y : Yah it's weird. It- so segmented and stuff. Is it red? 
R A C H E L : Yah just like-
J U N E : Not really. 
R A C H E L : Yellowish orange. 

The interaction above shows students questioning, sharing, comparing, confirming, and 

expanding their ideas. B y asking other students, "what kind of worm do you have? Do 

you have one of those spazy ones?" and commenting, "He's like this big-and just 

spazzing all over the place!", Perry exudes enthusiasm of sharing and comparing ideas 

with friends. Rachel and June confirm Perry's questions and observations by answering, 

"Yes, he's spazy", "yah yah!". Students are using their own language "spazy" and 

"weird" to describe and share their observations. This indicates a comfort level with the 

students in their learning environment. Also, by working together and comparing ideas, 
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students are able to confirm their observations and share an enjoyment of learning. 

Through interaction, students are also able to refine their language and description of the 

organisms observed. This is evident when Perry describes the organism he sees as being 

"segmented". He goes on to question, "is it red?". June and Rachel refine that 

description by initially confirming the color and then disputing it. What results is a 

refined description of the color, that of "yellowish orange". Students' excitement of 

sharing ideas in a comfortable environment where they can talk freely and use their own 

language has thus led to confirmation and expansion of information. 
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T H E M E 4) S T U D E N T IDEAS A B O U T T H E V A L U E OF S T U D Y I N G E C O L O G Y 

During the course of interviews, students were asked whether they considered learning 

about ecology valuable now or later on in life? A l l students associated some value of 

learning ecology with having a sense of environmental responsibility. One student 

indicated an intrinsic value towards learning about ecology. However, some students in 

the study clearly remarked and demonstrated a lack of value associated with learning 

ecological principals. The following exemplar vignettes illustrate these findings. 

Students' Sense of Environmental Responsibility 

Students were asked i f they saw value in learning about ecology. A l l students in the 

study associated some value in learning about ecology with a sense of environmental 

responsibility. The following exemplar vignette illustrates this finding. 

R E S E A R C H E R : Why do you think that it's valuable for us to learn- or do you 
think that it's valuable to learn about these kind of ecological principals? 
J U N E : Yah I do. 
R A C H E L : Mhmm. 
R E S E A R C H E R : Do you think that it's useful 9 Why? 
J U N E : U m - just like- the environment and stuff right now. Like, it's becoming
like a major- like important factor to understand. Like- we- it is important to 
know how they work- like what's important to them- so we don't destroy that- I 
guess um... I don't know. What do you think? (asking Rachel) 
R A C H E L : I think it's important. But, I think we also-like how-a lot of other 
groups were looking at how the outside factors influence it. Because i f 
hmmm.. .where am I going here? If you have a- a healthy freshwater stream, 
everything around is going to be healthy as well. And right now, like there's a lot 
of pollution, and there's a lot- like with the-1 don't know- with the ozone layer. I 
don't know how that affects plants and everything? But it affects humans- but- so 
in order to keep the whole-1 don't know- the whole ecosystem healthy, you have 
to learn about it. Y o u have to know. 
J U N E : Yah I agree with that. 
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R E S E A R C H E R : So to- so to be more environmentally aware, and maybe help 
prevent or decrease the amount of pollution-? 
J U N E : Yah, like we won't be able to have freshwater streams i f there is so much 
pollution. And so, to understand them is like to prevent it from happening you 
know. If you know what's going on, then you can prevent it. If you have no idea 
of what's happening, or what the impacts are- of like pollution or whatever-
fertilizers or that- getting into the water, then there's no way you can help it you 
know. 
(a little later on in the interview) 
J U N E : But see, I think whether people actually find it (learning about ecology) 
important or not, everybody should know at least a little bit. 
R A C H E L : Yah 
J U N E : Like- just to like live in the world we live in. Like you- you can't not be 
outside and like around-1 don't know- in your environment- whatever- of like 
streams and trees - whatever. You should learn something about it. Like know 
basics of these, just so you can understand somewhat how things work. 

June and Rachel indicate that they value learning about ecological principals for the 

preservation and protection of the environment. The students make reference to issues of 

pollution and the ozone layer. June communicates that it is important for humans to 

increase their awareness and understanding of ecology, in order to prevent environmental 

destruction and maintain healthy ecosystems. In her words, " i f you have no idea of 

what's happening, or what the impacts are- of like pollution or whatever- fertilizers or 

that- getting into the water, then there's no way you can help it you know." She infers 

that everyone needs to learn some basic ecological ideas, for one can't live in the world 

without knowing some ecology. 

This notion of environmental responsibility is not new to the realm of education. In the 

1970's, with environmental crises on the rise, ecology became a focus in teaching and 

educational curricula. The intention was to produce more environmentally aware and 

responsible citizens (Moore 1971; Presnell 1972; Isabell 1973; Rentsch 1974; Fleetwood 
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& Hounshell 1976; Ramsey & Rickson 1976; Zosel 1978). Thus, it is interesting to note 

that students continue to express a similar value in learning about ecology, some thirty 

years later. 

Intrinsic Value Associated with Learning Ecology 

"School science, particularly at secondary level, fails to sustain and develop the sense of 

wonder and curiosity of many young people about the natural world" (Aslop & Watts 

(2000) in reference to Mil lar & Osborne (1999)) (p.2). This is interesting to note in 

context with this study as only one student expressed value in learning about ecology 

because they had a sense of curiosity about the world. The following exemplar vignette 

expresses that one student's point of view. 

R E S E A R C H E R : Do you think that learning about ecology, learning different 
kinds of ecological principals is valuable? And, why would you think- why would 
you think so? 
A S H L E Y : I consider myself a pretty curious person. So you know, I 'm always 
asking questions about little things, even i f they're really juvenile. But you know, 
you always have the little, I wonder this I wonder that. So it's good to learn about 
this stuff you know. And ah- it provokes other questions. But you know it keeps 
life interesting I guess. 
(A little later on in the interview) 
A S H L E Y : And like, in day to day situations- stuff like- um- just knowing about 
photosynthesis. Like you wonder- you know- you go in your garden and plant all 
these flowers. Y o u kind of wonder you know where they come from. Y o u put 
these little seeds in and they just kind of pop up. Y o u know- you know -you 
know what's going on. That's- that's cool! 

Ashley says that she is a curious person who likes to ask questions about "little things" in 

the world. She infers that she values learning about ecology because she has a sense of 

wonder about life and knowing things like photosynthesis and about how seeds grow in a 
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garden is "cool". This inherent curiosity and enjoyment of learning about daily wonders 

of the world clearly indicate that Ashley associates an intrinsic value with learning 

ecology. In her own words, Ashley says that ecology "it keeps life interesting". 

Students View Ecology being Marginally Valuable to Learn About 

Students shared that they valued learning about ecology because they had a sense of 

environmental responsibility and they felt curious about the world. However, two of the 

students in the study also indicated a lack of value associated with learning ecology and 

demonstrated this view at the Field Ecology Centre. The exemplar vignettes that ensue 

illustrate this finding. The researcher asks students i f they find learning about ecology 

valuable? 

R E S E A R C H E R : Do you think that it's valuable to learn ecology and ecological 
principals now? And do you think it would be valuable to know it later on in your 
lives? 
P E R R Y : I think it 'sum... 
J A C K : Important. 
P E R R Y : Marginally valuable. But-there's-just because-
R E S E A R C H E R : Now or later? 
P E R R Y : Right now learning it, and even later maybe learning it-because there's 
so many ah-. Like, I think it is important to know about this, but there are many 
more important things. Like i f I had to prioritize it- between like- i f you separated 
science like they do in you know science 10- and well basically in all of those. 
There's physics, chemistry, biology, and ecology.. .and ecology takes from all 
three. U m . . .probably the lowest priority would be ecology because, i f you don't 
know physics, you can't completely know ecology. If you don't know biology, 
you can't completely know ecology. And i f you don't know chemistry, you can't 
completely know ecology. 
J A C K : Yah, but whose going to completely know all three just to completely 
know one? 
P E R R Y : Y o u just wait. 
(laugh) 
J A C K : Yah right. 
R E S E A R C H E R : So you say it's marginally valuable? 
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P E R R Y : Yah it's like- it's- it's sort of like a-1 don't know. I see it as sort of a 
something extra, that can be valuable to know but it's not necessary. 
R E S E A R C H E R : Do you think that it's something that you're using now in your 
life? And do you think it might be something that you might use in the future9 

And i f so for what? 
P E R K Y : Not really. 
R E S E A R C H E R : Not really. 
P E R R Y : Yah well l ike-1 can like- it's a more specific thing. It's a real- you'd 
have to be like an artisan to really use it. 
R E S E A R C H E R : Why is that9 

P E R R Y : As opposed to like- with ah-with biology, there's a really huge field of 
stuff that you can do with it. And same for chem-
J A C K : Y o u can relate them to other stuff. It doesn't have to be like biology. 
P E R R Y : Yah, ecology is-
J A C K : Ecology. 
P E R R Y : Ecology. 
J A C K : Yah. 
R E S E A R C H E R : Wel l , what do you have to say about that Jack? Or- the question 
or- do you want me to repeat it? 
J A C K : Which one? 
R E S E A R C H E R : Oh, do you think- do you think it's valuable to learn ecological 
principals right now? 
J A C K : It is-1 think it is now sometime. 
R E S E A R C H E R : Like what you're learning in class 9 

J A C K : Yah, cause if- because it is related to all three of the other sciences. 
Actually it's good um- relation between the three...so you can always find 
something alike within the three. And then, you can relate all three sciences, 
including ecology. And that way maybe um- it may be easy for you to understand 
when you're learning the other three. 
R E S E A R C H E R : And what about um- let's say ten years from now? When your-
god forbid- my age? 
J A C K : Wel l , were not to throw garbage on the ground... {muffle). Ecology just-1 
don't know-just lets you know about nature -you know- your living here and 
what's happening around you. 
P E R R Y : Yah, it might become important. 
{muffle) 
P E R R Y : Cause like- there's certain aspects of it, such as the Green House Effect, 
that can have a detrimental affect on our society. 
J A C K : Yup. 
P E R R Y : That could um- you know- could change us forever. But the fact is, the 
things that we're learning about now- probably none of us wi l l be alive to tell 
about them. Like the Green House Effect, we' l l probably all be dead by the time 
it actually does something serious. 
J A C K : To us anyway. 
P E R R Y : I think-1 hope. 
J A C K : If it does something- because in that time-
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P E R R Y : And like water shortage, and stuff like that. 
J A C K : N o that's- that's never going to happen in our age. Just- that i f you think 
about technology advancing so fast. That by then, you' l l probably have like these 
weather controlling stations or something like that- you know like the 
environment wil l totally be under our control, so we won't have to worry about 
like world pollution or something anymore- like in ten years. 
P E R R Y : Y o u can hope for that, but you can't know it's going to happen. 
J A C K : Yah exactly. But you know there's always the chance of that, because 
technology's just moving so fast now- it- like it's insane. 

Perry and Jack express that they consider learning about ecology as being "marginally 

valuable", that it's "not necessary" to know. Perry says that ecology is "the lowest 

priority" out of the three sciences and that one can't fully understand ecology without 

knowing about physics, chemistry, and biology. By saying, " Y o u ' d have to be like an 

artisan to really use it," Perry could be suggesting that ecology is only valuable to artists 

and craftspeople who might gain inspiration through nature or use ecology to base their 

careers. Although Jack and Perry discuss environmental issues such as the Green House 

Effect, pollution, and water shortages, they translate the notion that 'it won't affect us, so 

it's not our problem'. B y saying, "But the fact is, the things that we're learning about 

now- probably none of us wi l l be alive to tell about them- like the Green House Effect, 

we ' l l probably all be dead by the time it actually does something serious", students 

appear to assume an apathetic stance towards learning about ecology. This position is 

further demonstrated when Jack says, "the environment wil l totally be under our control, 

so we won't have to worry about like world pollution". Thus, students project an 

apathetic stance and associate marginal value towards learning ecology. 

This view is further shown through students' actions at the Field Ecology Centre. This is 

illustrated in the exemplar vignette below, where students, Jack and Perry are in the field 
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lab, cleaning up after counting and identifying their aquatic invertebrates. The field 

instructor tells the students to put their organisms and water back into their pails, as they 

wi l l be returned to the stream. 

I N S T R U C T O R : We're working on a catch and release system where we ' l l put 
these things back in the stream. 
J A C K : Is it really going to make a difference i f they don't go back? 
P E R R Y : Yah. We think it's stupid to care about things like this. Because what-
what- what- what the heck difference is it going to make, i f like four Mayflies 
aren't-? There- it's not going to make a bloody difference. 
J A C K : It's not even going to make a difference period! 

This exemplar vignette clearly shows Jack and Perry's lack of value associated with 

ecology and ecological issues. By saying, "We think it's stupid to care about things like 

this," Perry indicates that taking an interest in returning aquatic invertebrates to the 

stream is worthless. He further expresses this feeling by commenting, "What the heck 

difference is it going to make, i f like four Mayflies aren't- 7 There- it's not going to make 

a bloody difference." B y indicating that returning invertebrate samples to the stream 

ecosystem is pointless, Jack and Perry clearly demonstrate their disregard and lack of 

interest and scope for the subject matter. 
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In this chapter, research findings have been organized and discussed in four major 

themes: 1), Content Knowledge/ Understanding Ideas; 2) Student Awareness O f Their 

Own Learning; 3) Approaches To Learning; and 4) Students' Ideas About The Value O f 

Learning Ecology. Within each theme, sub-themes are used and further broken down in 

order to organize and discuss the discoveries found in the study. Exemplar vignettes are 

used throughout to illustrate and support the themes and sub-themes. B y looking at 

students' ideas about stream ecology, and by listening to what students have to say about 

their learning experience, we are able to gain insight into the thoughts, feelings and 

experience of the learner. It is hoped that this wi l l generate rich discussion for educators 

and provide a starting point to improve educational materials, teaching and learning of 

stream ecology. 
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Chapter 5 

IMPLICATIONS AND F U T U R E R E S E A R C H 

B y examining insight gained through observations and discussions of students talking 

about their experience of learning about stream ecology, this research both contributes to 

the field of literature and provides an interesting approach to methodological practice. 

This study has increased insight and raised awareness into learning as understood by the 

learners themselves. As such, it supports a social constructivist view of teaching and 

learning. It also creates a starting point in generating materials and teaching and learning 

environments that address an area of education that has been neglected. That is, listening 

to students' experience to change teaching and curricular practices. The following 

chapter wi l l review findings of this study and discuss implications and future research of 

this work. A review of findings and resulting implications are organized under the 

headings of their respective themes. 

I M P L I C A T I O N S 

Content Knowledge/Understanding Ideas 

Trends in students' conceptions, alternate conceptions, and an exemplar of the literal 

interpretation of content materials were discussed in the first theme of the third chapter of 

this document and have several implications for educators and educational practice. It is 

important for both students and teachers to establish and understand a goal/purpose for 

any study. For example, i f water quality and health of the stream is the goal of a study, 

all information should tie into this focus and conceptual trends should show this. 
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Educators need to be aware that alternate conceptions do form. We are often not aware 

of the many alternate conceptions students develop during a unit of study. Therefore, it is 

necessary to review teaching materials and explain content thoroughly. This wi l l help 

decrease the incidence of materials such as diagrams that can lead to distorted 

understandings for students. Finally as educators, we need not be afraid of the high level 

of questioning from students. This merely indicates students' struggle for understanding. 

Thus, we should value this and develop an attitude to encourage questioning in the 

classroom that might not answer the question immediately, but instill a sense of wonder 

in our students. 

Student Awareness of their own Learning 

The second theme in the results and discussion section of this document explored student 

awareness of their own learning. Students' meanings of language for the terms easy and 

difficult were shown and then put into context with stream concepts. It was found that 

students associated the word easy with something basic or everyday, something that 

made common sense. In context with stream ecology, concepts such as current, speed of 

the stream, stream orders, trophic levels, and testing water quality were said to be easy to 

understand. On the contrary, students identified nutrients, abiotic factors, and concepts 

related to chemistry and chemical testing of the stream as difficult to understand. 

Student enjoyment of learning was exemplified along with students' views about their 

own understanding of stream ecology Students identified that they enjoyed collecting 

and observing the aquatic invertebrates found in the stream. Students associated learning 
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with common sense (using the term 'it just clicked') and were often unaware of their own 

learning. According to Oldham (1982), i f the level of difficulty is too great, students 

won't even try to make sense of the information given. Although students identified 

having difficulty understanding the meaning of water quality and dissolved oxygen data, 

they did not seek any further explanation or understanding. 

Students expressed a sense of surprise when they realized their prior ideas and knowledge 

differed from what was discovered during the field study. It was also found that some 

students had great insight into their understanding of ideas and found the field study 

helpful in this process. Students expressed a need for a sense of purpose when learning. 

They identified lack of time, a need for a review of basic knowledge, a need for further 

detail, comparison of data, follow-up, and application and integration of information in 

order to improve their understanding of stream ecology. 

Looking at student awareness into their own understandings of stream ecology gives 

educators an increased understanding of student learning. By gaining insight into the 

language students' use and what they find easy and difficult to grasp, educators can better 

facilitate curriculum development and teaching strategies for a unit on stream 

ecosystems. Also, it is important for teaching and curricular practice to address and 

capitalize on student interest, their natural enjoyment. This study showed the collection 

and observation of aquatic invertebrates to be of great surprise and fun for students. 
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The importance of listening to students should not be overlooked. Both teachers and 

students need a sense of purpose. Pines and West (1986) write, "Some students at best 

simply reject such knowledge, others learn to hate what they see as meaningless, 

irrelevant, and useless information that has nothing to do with the real world in which 

they live." (p. 597). Thus, i f the goal of the field study was to study water quality of 

streams, it is important that students understand this goal and why they are studying the 

topic. On the same hand, it is important for teachers to understand this goal too and why 

they are teaching this subject. 

Direct implications for curriculum and improving understanding came from the students 

themselves. These include: time to learn, review of basic knowledge to establish a 

background for learning, facilitating the integration and connection of ideas, comparison 

of data to allow for a broader understanding of ideas, provide many examples and 

possibly increased detail and explanation, and the importance of follow-up to consolidate 

ideas, giving students a sense of completion knowing what they learned and that it is 

valuable. 

Learner Approaches to Knowledge 

There are many different ways students make sense of information and approach 

knowledge. This was evident in reviewing an exemplar vignette of student interaction in 

theme three of the results and discussion chapter. It was found that students used 

questioning, logic, made connections to previous experiences, challenged their 

knowledge, and questioned sources in their search for 'real' scientific information. "We 
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need to respect, value, and reward children's ingenious efforts to construct meaning. 

Science education should encourage, not discourage, such efforts. The sense-making 

process is at the heart of all meaningful learning" (Pines & West) (p. 589, 1986). 

Therefore as educators, we should develop teaching and learning experiences that are 

based on these natural approaches. Also, we should facilitate an interactive environment 

and assignments that enable students to question, connect ideas, and thus allow for 'real 

life' and meaningful learning. 

Student Ideas about the Value of Studying Ecology 

Students' ideas about the value of studying ecology ranged from students feeling a sense 

of environmental responsibility towards learning ecology, to having an intrinsic value for 

learning, to associating studying ecology with marginal value. As educators, it is 

important to explore the terms such as ecology with our students and expand their 

interpretation and ideas. We can facilitate our teaching and curriculum to build on 

students' intrinsic curiosity about biology and ecology. To respond to this sense of 

environmental responsibility, students need to see and understand the impact of humans 

on the environment. Field trips and or community projects can facilitate this real life 

learning. Using specific examples could make the information more relevant for students 

and increase the value students have towards studying this subject. 
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F U T U R E R E S E A R C H 

This work provides a base from which further research can stem. Similar studies would 

expand the level of insight and substantiate findings. A longitudinal study could follow 

the learners over time and give new insight into the findings of the research. Also, 

similar methodologies could be used in other studies to give insight into other subjects. 

Alternate conceptions could be taken and explored by ecologists and be further evaluated 

and reviewed. A curriculum based on this study could be created. Development of a 

case study could ensue to test and evaluate this new curriculum. Hence, much research 

can be done and needs to be done in this field. 
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Appendix A 

Biology 20 Curriculum Guide: Excerpt from Unit 3 -
Energy and Matter Exchange in Ecosystems (1 of 2 pages) 

MAJOR CONCEPT K N O W L E D G E 

Students should be able to demonstrate an understanding 
that: 

I. The biosphere is composed of a 
diversity of biomes, each with 
distinctive biotic and abiotic factors. 

• the biosphere is composed of biomes. each with many 
different ecosystems, characterized by physiographic, 
climatic, edaphic (soil) and biotic factors, by extending 
from Biology 20, Unit 1, energy and matter exchange in 
the biosphere, and by: 

• describing how energy and matter exchange contribute 
to the existence of the biosphere's major biomes, e.g.. 
tundra, taiga, deciduous forest, rain forest 

• identifying ecosystem biolic and abiotic factors and 
explaining their influence in an aquatic and a 
terrestrial ecosystem in a local region; e.g.. stream or 
lake, prairie, boreal forest, vacant lot, sports field. 

Biology 20 (Senior High) /26 
(Interim 1995) June 30 Unit 3. Concern I 
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SKILLS STS CONNECTIONS 

Students 'should be able to demonstrate the skills 
and thinking processes associated with the 
practice of science by: 

Students should be able to demonstrate the 
interrelationships among science, technology and 
society, by: 

• understanding that the biosphere is composed of 
biomes and ecosystems, each distinctly 
characterized by their energy and matter 
exchange: and by performing field studies 
measuring, gathering and analyzing biotic and 
abiotic data. evaluating resource and 
technology dependability: hypothesizing the 
ecological roles of snow and ice. and predicting 
future outcomes of ecosystems, within the 
context of: 

performing a field study and measuring, 
quantitatively, appropriate abiotic factors, 
such as temperature, precipitation, snow 
depth, ice thickness, light intensity, pH, 
hardness and oxygen content in an aquatic 
and a terrestrial ecosystem; and presenting 
the data in a form, such as graphs, tables or 
charts, that describe, in general terms, the 
abiotic structure of the ecosystem chosen 

performing a field study and gathering and 
analyzing both quantitative and qualitative 
data on the diversity of plant, animal and 
decomposer species in the ecosystem chosen; 
and presenting the data in a form that 
describe, in general terms, the biotic 
structure of the ecosystem chosen 

hypothesizing the ecological role of biotic 
and abiotic factors: e.g.. albedo effect, 
competition 

evaluating the dependability of resources, 
including technologies, used for 
measurement, assessment or analysis: and 
identifying the degree of bias in a field study 

• evaluating the impact that human activity 
has had. or could have, on the ecosystems 
chosen 

OR 

• analyzing the needs and interests of society 
that may influence the natural quality ol 
water used for human consumption 

OR 

• discussing the impact of "slash and bum" or 
'•clear-cutting" practices of societies on the 
stability and energy flow of the ecosystem 
involved 

OR 

• any other relevant context. 

Biology 20 (Senior High) /27 
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Development of a Research Tool - Picture Probes 

Picture probes: 
Arrange the following pictures in a way that makes sense to you. 
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Appendix C 

Development of a Research Tool-Questionnaire 

Have you ever Heard of a Food Chain? 

Answer the following questions to the best of your ability. This is not a test, rather a method of gathering 
information to further our understanding of student ideas about food chains. 

1. Have you encountered the term food chain before? yes no 
If yes, what is a food chain? 

2. According to your current understanding, please draw a working food chain, labeling the parts. 

3. Are there some parts of your food chain that are more important than others? yes no 
If yes, which parts are more important? 

4. If you were to remove one item from your food chain, explain what might happen to your ecosystem. 

5. Would this change in your food chain? yes no 
If yes, how? 

6. Is it important that we understand how ecosystems work? yes no 
Please explain your answer. 
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Appendix D 

River Continuum Research Tool 
(1 of 2 pages) 

Lets Talk about Stream Ecology! 

Please use the following diagram to answer the questions below to the best of your ability. 
This is not a test, rather a method of gathering information to further understand student ideas about 
stream and terrestrial ecosystems. DIAGRAM 

1. In sections A, B, C, D, what might the aquatic invertebrates found in the stream be eating? Would it 
be the same? Why or why not? 

2. How, if at all, does the stream ecosystem change from section A to section D? 

3. Do you think that the aquatic invertebrates found in the stream section A differ from those found in 
sections B, C, D? Explain. 

4. Would there be any affect on the invertebrates in section C if there was a forest fire? Explain. 

6. How, if at all would a forest fire affect the rest of the stream habitat? Explain 

7. If we could increase the amount of trees in section D, would we change the stream ecosystem0 

Explain. 

8. If we were to take away the trees in section A, would we alter the stream environment and its aquatic 
inhabitants in sections A, B and D? Explain. 

9. If section C consisted of colder temperatures than the rest of the stream, would this affect the stream 
and the aquatic invertebrates found in this section of the stream? Would it affect other sections and if so, 
which ones? 

10. Would the aquatic plant life found in section A differ from that found in section D? Explain. 

11. If we were to take a huge truckload of leaves and dump it into the stream at section C, would there 
be any affect on the organisms in the stream? Explain. 

12. If we were to put a giant umbrella over section D of the stream, would this affect the stream and its 
inhabitants? Explain. 

13. Do you think that trees are important to stream life? Explain why or why not. 

14. Do you think that different tree species (for example oak vs. ash) affect the stream ecosystem 
differently? Explain. 

15. Do you think that deciduous (drop leaves) vs. coniferous (evergreen or cone bearers) affect the 
stream ecosystem differently? Why or why not? 

16. How would the stream and its inhabitants be affected if we were to build a resort in section A of the 
stream? Explain. 

17. If we could increase the amount of sunlight that enters the stream at section A, how might we affect 
the stream and its inhabitants? 
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River Continuum Research Tool Diagram 



Appendix E 

Class Projects (1 of 5 pages) 

a. Group 1 

1 

b. Group 2 
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Class Projects 

Group 3 
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Class Projects 

Group 5 

Group 6 
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g. Group 7 

h. Group 8 
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d 7 ^ 
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Appendix F 

First Interview Questions (1 of 2 pages) 

Introduction: 

I am going to ask you some questions based on the assignment that I gave to you along with some other 

ones. Just like you, I am a student and am interested in your ideas, your conceptions of ecology and 

freshwater streams, your difficulties, and in particular, how this makes sense to you. I want you to 

speak freely and know that this is not a test, whatever you say is greatly accepted and appreciated. 

/. Previous Experience: 

• Age? 

• Were you in Science 10 honors? 

• Have you every studied streams (freshwater or other water sources)? 

• If yes, where, when? 

• Was this in class, on a field trip or both? 

• Do you remember what you learned? 

• What did you find most difficult? Easiest to understand? 

• Can you tell me about that experience? 

2. Based on the Assignment: 
Note, most of the questions will be at lib and based on their work and what they are saying...these are designed to stimulate conversation 

• When you were given this assignment, what was your first reaction? 

• How did you come up with the idea? 

• What resources did you draw upon? 

• What were some of the most important features? Did you leave anything out? 

• Can you explain to me again what is happening in your presentation? 

• Why did you choose to represent a healthy functioning freshwater stream in this way? 

• How does your/a freshwater stream work? 

• What are the components of a freshwater stream? 

• What, i f any, would you consider to be the most important factor in a freshwater stream? Why? 
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• During the presentations, nutrients were mentioned...can you tell me how they might play a role in a 

freshwater stream. 

• Where do the nutrients come from? 

• What is the role of soil in a stream? 

• Also during the presentations, rocks were included in almost all of the projects... what makes rocks 

important? 

• We talked a bit about insects in the stream...can you tell me more about that. 

• We also talked about algae, can you tell me where algae might be found in a stream and what it does? 

• Which of the presentations made the most sense to you and why? 

• What did you learn from the other presentations? D i d they expand your thoughts? What specifically? 

• If you were going to teach someone about freshwater streams, how would you do it? How does this 

topic make sense to you? 

• How might a healthy stream differ from an unhealthy stream? What might change? 

• Y o u just finished a unit on photosynthesis, where does that come into play in your stream? 

• Can you tell me more about the vegetation on the bank of the stream. Is it important? Why or why not? 

• If you think that vegetation has an impact on streams, do you think this effect would be consistent 

throughout the length of the stream? Explain. 

• Do you think that different kinds of vegetation affect streams differently? 

(For example: oak vs. ash, coniferous vs. deciduous) 

• If you were to dump a huge truckload of trees into a stream, would there be any affect? Explain. 

• Do you think that temperature affects the functioning of a stream? If yes, how? 

• If you were to put a giant umbrella over the stream, how might this affect the stream i f at all? 

• Would your stream that started from a glacier be same or different lower down stream? Explain. 

• How might a forest fire affect your stream? 

• What did you find to be the most difficult thing(s) about understanding what makes a healthy 

freshwater stream? 

• What more do you need to know to learn about freshwater streams? 

• What would you add or change to your presentation now that it is over? 
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Appendix G 

Field Ecology Centre's Teaching Model 

Characteristics That Define An Ecosystem 
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Appendix H 

River Continuum Model Presented at the Field Ecology Centre 
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Appendix I 

Stream Ecology Field Study Data Sheets 
(1 of 8 pages) 

STREAM ECOLOGY FIELD STUDY 

Watershed: Site: Elevation: Date/Time: 

1. HABITA T ASSESSMENT (Completed in the FieMI 

TASK 1. Draw a reach diagram of your research site. 
Use the different topics in the legend and mark them in your reach diagram. 

Scale: Aspect: (Compass) Slope: (Clinometer! 

: ; i : i 
: : i t 

l_ -

••••Tir . 

1 1 1 S i 
I i 1 1 1 

i 
i j 1 

j i 

] i i l l 

j | i t { 

] f~ f 

1 i 1 1 i ! 
Legend: EW = edge of water TB • top of bank FP = floodplain 

P = pool R = riffle SC = side channel 
L = log OH = overhanging vegetation LB = large boulder 

2.Stream Bottom:(CIRCLE the most common size in your stream) clay/silt (< .06 mm) sand (.06-2.0 mm) 
gravel 10.2-6.4 cm) cobbles (6.4 - 26 cm) boulders (26 410 cm) 

3.Streamside vegetation:(circlel 
Overhead canopy: <25% <50% <75% >75% 

4. Find the stream order of the site, (complete in lab) 
5. Do the Habitat Assessment for Fish, (complete in lab) 

TASK 2 Calculate the STREAM DISCHARGE in mVs : how much water flows by in a second? 

Volumelm3 ) - I x w x d = reach lenothlm) x avg. width(m) x avg. depthlml 
second(s) seconds number of seconds to travel length (s) 

CALCULATIONS: 
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DATA ANALYSIS 1: PHYSIOGRAPHIC DATA 

U 7. STREAM ORDER 
Calculate the Stream Order for the site from this map (based on stream order legend provided). 
Where does the site "fit* on the River Continuum? 
Based on this information, what is your prediction for species composition the macromvertebrates 

TASK 92: PHYSICAL HABIT A T QUALITY ASSESSMENT FOR FISH tTROUTI 

• Select the Physical Habitat parameter that best describes the slta, circle the number that corresponds to the condition. 
Sum the circled values and "rata" the stream as Optimal / Sub optimal / Marginal I Poor habitat 

HABITAT PARAMETER Optimal 120 pt I Suboptimal (15 pt.) Marginal 110 pt.) Poor (5 pt 

II Bottom substrate > 60% is gravel, 
cobble or boulder 

30-60% is gravel, 
cobble or boulder. 

10-30% is gravel, 
cobble or boulders. 

< 10% gravel, mainly 
silt or sand. 

21 Habitat complexity & 
structural diversity 

Variety of logs, 
branches, plants, 
boulders in water & 
undercut banks. 

A moderate number 
of structural materials 
present in water. 

Habitat dominated by 
only one or two types 
ol cover. 

Very little structural 
diversity; silt and sand 
dominate the stream 

3) Pool Quality 2 5 % of pools are as 
wide as stream and 
> 1m deep. 

< 5 % of the pools 
are > 1 m deep and 
as wide as stream. 

< 1 % pools are > 1 m 
deep, most are 
shallow. 

Pools absent or very 
small and shallow. 

4) Bank stability Little evidence of 
bank lailure nor 
erosion 

Some evidence of 
bank erosion in the 
past 

Eroded areas obvious 
from high stream 
flows. 

Evidence of frequent 
bank slides and 
unstable banks 

51 Bank protection •> 80% ol stream 
bank covered by 
vegetation or stable 
material. 

50-80% of stream 
bank covered by 
vegetation or stable 
material. 

26-50% of stream 
bank is covered by 
vegetation or stable 
material. 

< 2 5 % ol stream bank 
is covered by 
vegetation or stable 
material. 

61 Canopy cover Bank vegetation of 
various heights 
provide shade to 
water surface. 

Discontinuous bank 
vegetation cover; 
areas of shade and 
full exposure 

Shading is complete 
and dense; very tittle 
lights litters through to 
surface. 

Water surface is 
exposed to full sun 
nearly all day long 

TOTAL PHYSICAL HABITAT POINTS AND ASSESSMENT: 
Adapted from : Table 31.2. p 654 - Hauer, R.& Lambert. G.A., 1996. Methods in Stream Ec >IOQY. Academic Press 
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2-FieId Data Sheet and Data Analysis: W A T E R Q U A L I T Y D A T A 

WATER QUALITY 

FIELD DATA WATER QUALITY CALCULATION 

TEST RAW 
DATA 

TEST 
RESULTS 

Q-VALUE 
(CHARTS) 

X WEIGHT 
FACTOR 

TOTAL 
Q-VALUE 

I I) Dissolved 0, (mg/1 %sat) 0.17 

2) Fecal Colifortn* (coI./lOOml) 0.16 

3) pH (units) 0.11 

4) B O D . (mg/1) 0.11 

5) A Water Temperature (° C) 0.10 

6) Total Phosphates* (mg/1) 0.10 

7) Nitrates (mg/1) 0.10 

8) Turbidity (JTU) 0.08 

9) Total Solids* (mg/1) 0.07 

* « previously collected data or modified test TOTALS a) b) 

WAT ER QUALITY 1 NDEX (b / a) 

OVERALL WATER QUALITY RATING 

WATER QUALITY INDEX RANGES : 90- 100 Excellent 
70 - 90 Good 
50 - 70 Medium 
25 - SO Bad 

0 - 25 Very Bad 

O-VALTJE C H A R T S 

Identify the Q-Value by selecting the closest lest result from the x-axis and reading the corresponding Q-Value from the y-axis, 
record the Q-Value in Task tl. 
Calculate the Total Q-Value by multiplying Q-Value for each test by its Weighted Factor. 
Calculate the Water Quality Index by totalling the Weighted Faclors(a) and Total Q-Values(b), then divide b by a. Compare t 
Water Quality Index to the ranges shown below the table lo assess overall water quality rating. 

FC roInnlM/inn •>! 
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G-VALUt. CHARTS (cont'd) 
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Field Data Sheet and Data Analysis 3: BIOTIC ASSESSMENT DATA 

TASK #7: BIOTIC ASSESSMENT (TAXA present & Sample minimum = 100 organisms! 
' Record the presence I/I and record the ABUNDANCE- number \nl of organisms collected for each taxa 
' Under Abundance In) use the codes D dominant, C= common, R= rare(1-5), N-none 
* FUNCTIONAL FEEDING GROUPS : groups of organisms that share a common feeding strategy and food source 

Use the LIFE CYCLE CARDS for feeding information. S = SHREDDERS- they feed on large pieces of organic matter such 
as leaves that fall Into the river. C = COLLECTORS- they feed on small bits of organic matter (less than 1mm) either by 
filtering them from the passing water or gathering from the stream bottom. G = GRAZERS - they feed on algae attached to 
rocks or logs. P-PREDATORS - they capture and feed on other animals in the river. 

GROUP 1 (Index Value 4.0) / Feed
ing 
Group 

n % 
nIH 

GROUP 3 (Index Value 2.0) • Feed
ing 
Group 

n % 
nIH 

Stonefly (Plecopteral Midge Larva (Dipteral 

Mayfly (Ephemeropteral Black Fly Larva IDipteral 

Caddis fly (Trichopteral Flatworm/Planaria ITricladidal 

Dobsonfly (Megaloptera) Leech (Hirudinea) 

Gilled Snail (L ymnaeidaei 

Water Penny IColeoptera) 

INDEX VALUE (a): INDEX VALUE 10: 

GROUP 2 (Index Value 3.0) GROUP 4 (Index Value 1.0) 

Damselfly (Zygopteral Blood Midge (Dipteral 

Dragonfly (Anisopteral Water Mite (Hydracarinai 

Sowbug tlsopodal Sewage Worm (Tubifhidae) 

Scud lAmphipodal Maggot (Syrphidaal 

Crane Fly (Dipteral Pouch Snail (Prosobranchia) 

Clam (Pelecypoda) 

INDEX VALUE (b): H INDEX VALUE (d): 

CUMULATIVE INDEX W 
tX* 

ILUE 
>cd): 

WATER QUALITY RATING: TOTAL NUMBER (N) of 
ORGANISMS: 

. . . -

CUMULATIVE INDEX VALUE RATING: 23 or more 
17-22 
11-16 
10 or less 

4 (Excellent) 
3 (Good) 
2 (Fair) 
1 (Poor) 

TASK H 2 Calculate Pollution Tolerance Index (PTI) by multiplying the number of • in each group by the Index Value for 
each group. Sum the PTI Index for each group to calculate the Cumulative Index Value. 

Rate the stream water quality by referring to the Cumulative Index Value chart above.. Does this water quality 
_ rating correlate with the chemical water quality rating? 
* If the number of organisms have been counted calculate % composition for each Taxa. . 
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BENTHIC MACROINVERTEBRATE IDENTIFICATION KEY 

T AX A C R O U P 1- rVTlET VALUE 40 

These organisms arc generally pollaliori-iniolerant Their dominance generally signifies good waler tfulity. 

SinneflyNvrnf' \f>"trr Ptccopiera): Mayfly rVvmrM /Order Ephemerowera) Caddisflw larva {Order Trichomtn): 

fs 
Water Ptnnev Larva 

r . , „ r ^ „ ^P^hensdea,: Medina,, (FamilvLyMeidacL 

J A V A r . R n u p 7- TNPFX VALUE 3.0 
These organisms can exist in a wide range of water quality conditions. 

Damsclflv Nymph Dragonfly Nymph Aquatic Sowbup 

(Order Odonata. Suborder Zyxoptera): (OrderOdcnata. Suborder Amsoptera): /Order IsODOdat: 

Scud (Order AmphitxxJal 

Crane fh (Order Diptera. Family Tipulidca) Freshwater Clam (Class feler/poda. Family Pisisiidae): 

TAXA r.BOitP * t n h k y vam.17 •>« 
These organisms are generally moderately tolerant of poUiaion. Their dominance usually signifies poo-
water quality. 

Midie Larva (Order Dipteral: FUjlworm—fUiruiria Black fh-Larva 
(Order Tricladida. Family ftanariidae) • (Order Dipiera. Family SimnJiidae! 

Leeches 

(Class Hirudin-

TAXA K B O U P 4- T N n r v v r M f F , fl ' ' 

These organisms are very tolerant of pollution. Their dominance usually signifies very poor water quality 
Blood Mld,e (Order Div,my ^ater Mite (Ctass Hydnrranr.J Sevan Worms (Famtlv Tuhrtrida,,- Pouch or Lunr^U 

(Order Prosobranchia. Famih Physio. 

Rat-tailed Maziot (Family Svrphidae) 
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H i g h School E c o l o g y A q u a t i c Inves t iga t ions Di i ta P r o c e s s i n g 

sample raw data 

6 slonefly nymphs + A mayl ly nymphs + 2 caddisfty larva : TO I A l 12 

Spec ies Richness: Ihe number ol different species compared to the T O T A L number ol 
individuals of A L L species. 

D = total number of species D = diversity index 
total number of individuals 

D = 3/12 
D = 0.25 

The c lose r the D va lue is to 1. Ihe m o i c diverse the community 

A b u n d a n c e Model: a histogram shows I tIG abundance will in r. i i h speuws from the 
most dominant lo the rarest spec ies 

Relative Abundance: the propo i l ion ol Ihe number of individuals ol ONL" species, 
compared lo Ihe T O T A L number ol individuals o( A L L s p e c i e s 

Simpson 's index D = 1 - sum ol (P, 7) D = diversity index 
P.= D, 

N , 
P, = ntnumhei ol individuals olONE species) 

N | (TOTAL ol all individuals) 

D = 1 -{(6/12)'+(1 /12) J + (2/12) 2} 
D = 1 -(025 + 0 11 +0025) 
D = 1 - 0 385 
D = 0.62 

1 U s e the biotic index to determine the water qualdy (or ihe different si tes. H o w do 
they c o m p a r e ' ' 

Af ler the 3 ind ices are d e i c m n n c d lor each ol the invesl igal ion s i los , compare the 
s i les Exp la in your compa i isons 

3 D o e s water quality dilfer from site to site in a pond' ' ' lo Is ii d i f lerenl al the inlei 
and outlet of a p o n d ' ' 
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T H E RIVER CONTINUUM C O N C E P T 

Food production 

Headwaters 
(Orders 1-3) 

j * Shading limits 
in-stream food 
production 

* Food source primarly 
riparian vegetation 
(CPOM) 

Mid-reach 
(orders4-5) 

* More sunlight 
reaches 
stream bottom 

* Increased in-stream 
food production: 
algae & vascular 
plants 

* Food source 
CPOM & FPOM 

Lower Reach 
(Orders 6 and up) 

* Turbidity limits 
in-stream food 
production 

* ln-stream food 
production 
limited to margins 
and water column 

Physical/Chemical 
Characteristics 

Headwaters 
(Orders 1-3) 
High Elevation 
Steep Gradient 
High Energy 
Low Volume 
Shallow Depth 
Narrow Width 
Rocky Streambed 
Clear Water 
Near 100 % Shading 
Cold Water 
High DO 
Low P 

Functional Feeding Groups 
Relative Abundancy 

pradatort 

Mid-reach 
(Orders 4-5) 
Transition 
Characteristics of 
Headwaters and 
Lower Reach 

Lower Reach 
(Orders 6 and up) 
Low Elevation 
Low Gradient 
Deposition 
High Volume 
Deep 
Wide 
Sand/Silt/Mud Bottom 
Turbid Water 
Near 0% Shading 
Warm Water 
Low DO 
High P 

* Food source primarly 
FPOM 
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Second Interview Questions 

1. How did your experience out at the Field Ecology Centre affect your ideas about 
freshwater streams? 

2. How/ i f at all would you change your project after the field experience? 

3. Tell me about those: 

• Rocks 

• Nutrients 

• Insects (shredders/collectors/grazers) what do they eat? 

• Vegetation and its affect 

Soil 

4. The instructors at the Field Ecology Centre talked about the River Continuum 
Concept, can you tell me a little about that? 

5. The two sites differed considerably, would the two streams be the same? Explain. 
Would some of the results of the tests be different? 

6. What did you find most difficult to understand during the field study? 

7. What did you find easiest to understand during the field study? 

8. What do you still want to know? 
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Appendix K 

Interview #3 Chart & Questions (1 of 4 pages) 
Perry and Jack 

1. Interest in science 
2. Follow-up assignments 

W H Y ? 

Pre-field trip Ideas Post-field trip Ideas 3rd Idea 
Nutrients: 
W H A T ? 
• 0 2 , carbon (first mentioned) 
W H E R E ? 
• From plants, nutrient rich soil 

• Dissolved 0 2 , phosphorus, nitrogen, 
carbon... more 

• In stream, not in soil . . . i f in soil, in 
stream; 0 2 from plants and algae 

Trees: 
• Support ecosystem 
• Decrease erosion 

• Leaves support insect life 
• Rocks barrier against erosion 

Questions: 
1. Where do you draw the line between a river and a stream? (Increased size and speed) 
2. Where do the chompers (shredders) come from? 

Difficulty: 
• Fact s. Fiction 
• pH, dissolved 0 2 

• B . O . D . 

Easy: 
• Trophic levels • Tennis ball, speed of stream 

Rocks: 
• No mention of rocks 
Soil not gravelly 

• Rocks filter, provide shelter and are a 
barrier against erosion 

Insects: 
• Not much mention 
(fit in between plants and primary 
consumers) 

• Grazers, chompers, predators, 
producers 
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Interview #3 Chart & Questions 
Ashley and Alex 

• Interest in science/bio (/10) 
W H Y ? 

Pre-field trip Ideas Post-field trip Ideas 3rd Idea 
Nutrients: 
• From source, rocks—>calcium 
• Ice increases 0 2 content because 

frozen, expands when freezes 
• M u d 
• Less accessible nutrients in narrow 

fast stream 
• Rain recycles nutrients 

• More rocks, less vegetation 
• Increase vegetation, increase nutrients, 

increase life close to stream 
• Nutrients absorbed by plant 

roots... goes back to the land 
• Nutrients recycle when plants die, 

consumers decompose and it goes into 
soil 

• Other stream... new nutrients 
introduced for organisms to survive 

• Plants take nutrients and water away 
from stream 

Vegetation: 
• Hold soil roots 
• For consumers 
• Close to stream because constant 

water supply 

• Canopy effect 
• Rocky stream had too much sun 

exposure for plants or perhaps they 
were gone, eaten vegetation and 
couldn't reproduce fast enough 

Soil: 
• Hiding spot for insects 
• Food source 

Organisms: 
• Eaten (food source) 
• Decomposers 

• increase diversity of organisms in 
rocky stream 

• wider stream more life, organisms 
• increase vegetation, more bacteria 
• less erosion at other stream 
• shredders... 

Difficulty: 
• how everything gets recycled and 

how it continues for years 
• decomposers 

Easy: 

• how abiotic factors affect or damage 
stream? 

• B O D 
• Model , tests 

• Speed of stream, water quality 
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Interview #3 Chart & Questions 
June and Rachel 

• Interest in science/bio (/10) 
W H Y ? 

Pre-field trip Ideas Post-field trip Ideas 3rd Idea 

Nutrients: 
• Not much from the source 
• Ground, soil, rock 
• Decomposers get washed into stream 

with rain 
• Rocks capture 0 2 and nutrients for 

microorganisms 
• Not sure where they come from 
• Carbon, phosphorus, are they 

nutrients? 

• Cycle through ecosystem 
• In rocks, sand 
• 0 2 , nitrate 
• Phosphorus in rocks? 

Still Want to 
Know: 
• Definition 

of a nutrient 
• Nutrients 

and the 
difference 
between 
streams 

Plants/V egetation: 
• Trees decrease erosion, plants go into 

stream... organisms use nutrients to 
feed and let plants grow 

• Faster stream has smaller plants 
• Slower stream has bigger plants 

• Leaves 
• Vegetation holds soil in, decreasing 

erosion 
• Plants won't grow i f river is too deep 
• Decrease canopy, increase vegetation 

Bugs/Organisms: 
• Feed on algae on rocks or on other 

microorganisms 
• Don't know much 
• Nitrogen fixing bacteria in soil, not 

sure i f in stream 

• Surprised at all of the microorganisms 
• Shredders... 
• Nitrate in soil, vegetative stream more 

rich in nitrogen fixing bacteria 

(nutrients 
vegetation) 

Difficulty: 

• Where nutrients came from 

Easy: 

Streams: 
• flow 

• Too brief 

• Levels of stream 

• Stream orders 
• Where did the stream come from? 
• Bigger, smaller? Where did that come 

from, did it divide up? Source? 
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Other questions asked to each pair of students during the third interview: 

1. (recycling of nutrients in a stream) How can streams run for millions of years, keep 
getting recycled, nutrients still there, animals still there until one day it just finally 
stops? 

2. Nutrients 
• Common area of questions and confusion 

• What are they? 
• Where they come from? 
• Recycling, how do they replenish in a stream? 
• What happens to a fish when it dies? 

3. Difference between the two stream? Some said more organisms in rocky stream 
4. Value of ecology job vs. environmental 
5. Wider stream, more life? 
6. More erosion or less at smaller stream vs. rocky one? 
7. Why wasn't there plants right next to the rocky stream? 
8. In River continuum, why does the canopy stop? (less nutrients downstream because 

trees upstream have used) 
9. Where do you draw the line between a river and a stream? 
10. Where do shredders come from? 




